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Abstract
There is increasing recognition that informal learning is a crucial component of
organizational functioning and a necessary complement to the formal training that employees
receive. As jobs evolve and demand more complex skills, workers must use informal learning to
adapt to ever-changing work requirements. Informal learning is often dependent on voluntary
knowledge sharing behavior, as evident among members of mastermind groups or communities
of practice. In order to assist organizations, researchers must seek to understand the factors that
motivate employees to engage in knowledge sharing behavior.
Empirical research on knowledge sharing is nascent. There exists only a handful of
quantitative studies examining organizational factors (e.g., rewards) and individual factors (e.g.,
learning goal orientation and personality) as they relate to knowledge sharing attitudes,
intentions, and behaviors. This body of work is also muddied by inconsistent operationalizations
of constructs and a lack of an organizing framework. For instance, rewards have been popularly
discussed and implemented as tools for incentivizing employees to perform. However, research
has produced mixed findings regarding its effects on knowledge sharing behavior in
organizations. There has also been a variety of different rewards examined without clear
consistency in the results.
The present study addressed several research needs of this area. First, two separate
samples were used to assess the psychometric properties (i.e., reliability and factor structure) of
new measurement instruments developed for rewards, knowledge sharing behavior, and
organizational learning culture. Item content validation was performed with 14 subject matter
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experts. Scale dimensionality was established using exploratory factor analysis with data from a
sample of 230 university students and confirmatory factor analysis with data from a second
sample of 569 participants. Hypothesized relationships among dimensions of constructs as well
as moderators were examined using regression analyses. Results did not support the popularly
conjectured intrinsic versus extrinsic distinction between rewards. Results showed that rewards
predicted knowledge asking but did not predict knowledge giving behavior. Non-financial
rewards were found to vary in motivational value for knowledge giving depending on an
individual’s career stage. Three dimensions of goal orientation exhibited differential
relationships with knowledge sharing behavior. Finally, this study demonstrated that the negative
relationship between performance avoid orientation and knowledge giving was attenuated in a
strong organizational learning culture, providing empirical support for the situational strength
theory.
The findings from this work can inform organizational decision makers of how to harness
the motivational value of rewards by understanding the career concerns of employees. This work
also contributes by identifying person and situation factors that interact to facilitate a crucial kind
of informal learning activity, knowledge sharing behavior in organizations.
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Chapter 1: Introduction
Learning in organizations
Organizational learning is a term used to describe the process of organizational members
acquiring useful knowledge and experience. Learning can occur through formal means, which is
often prescriptive in the sense that formal trainings instruct the passive learner on what to do
(e.g., instructor led training on standard operating procedures). Traditionally, employee learning
has been viewed as a top-down process where organizational leaders determine employees’
training needs and implement formal training programs. However, learning can also occur
through informal means, such as through knowledge sharing with colleagues. Advancements in
training research over the last half century have yielded best practices for the formal training of
employees, but there exists considerably less research on the phenomenon of informal learning in
organizations.
It has been posited that much of organizational learning takes place informally rather than
in classrooms (Chao, 1997). In fact, studies across the United States and Asia report that workers
attribute only a fraction of their professional development to formal training (Tannenbaum,
1997). There is now increasing recognition that a large part of organizational learning occurs
through informal processes between learners.
There are many instances of how organizational functioning relies on informal learning.
As the first example, formal training itself can be largely dependent on informal learning. They
often occur together and likely complement each other to produce the best learning outcomes.
For example, learning outcomes from formal training can be maximized when the learner
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engages in self-directed learning behaviors, such as communicating with coworkers to ask
questions and start discussions. Some researchers put forth that workers are continuously
learning informally, and one hour of formal training can lead to several hours of informal
learning (Stamps, 1998). In the next sections, I highlight several more ways in which informal
learning is fundamental to organizational learning starting with newcomer socialization.
Newcomer socialization
Newcomer socialization is an essential process for every employee and organization.
Individuals entering an organization must learn to fit into their new context. Newcomers must
learn about other organizational members, how to perform their job tasks, and how to fit in
successfully. Some of this learning may be gained from formal orientation or training programs,
but much of what is learned also occurs through informal means, such as through self-initiated
interaction with colleagues.
In order to proactively further themselves in the organization, newcomers query
colleagues for knowledge. Tacit knowledge, in particular, is difficult to formalize and document,
making it more effectively passed from one organizational member to another in socialization
processes (Nonaka, 1994). Supervisors also play a role in newcomer socialization through
mentoring relationships characterized by a mentee developing strong informal ties with a mentor
who shares knowledge about his or her experiences, often through conversation and anecdotes
(Ostroff & Kozlowski, 1992). Accordingly, newcomer socialization is largely an informal
learning process facilitated by interactions among members of an organization.
Adaptability
Formal learning often takes priority (e.g., when safety training is rapidly needed);
however, there are certain circumstances that call for informal learning, such as in situations of
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abrupt or continual change (Tannenbaum, Beard, McNall, & Salas, 2010). Today’s job
requirements have intensified, demanding more adaptability and complex skills from workers.
Organizations that rely solely on formal learning systems are likely less ready to adapt to
changes compared to organizations that promote both formal and informal learning. Moreover,
workers must continually drive their own learning in order to adapt their knowledge, skills, and
abilities to meet changing demands.
A continual learner is one who works to consistently gain professional knowledge and
skills that will aid in adapting to changes in the job. Continual learners are theorized to acquire
knowledge and skills through capitalizing on chance events or "fortuitous encounters" that
provide the opportunity to learn (Bandura, 1982). These fortuitous encounters are described to
occur with members of one’s social network, highlighting the informal and interpersonal nature
of continuous learning (Molloy & Noe, 2010). Sessa & London (2006) propose that social
networks consisting of diverse relationships or strong relationships can both lead to a high
likelihood of fortuitous encounters that result in continuous learning and adaptability.
Active learning
A second aspect of continuous learning is characterized by deliberate choices regarding
one's development, referred to as active learning. The term active learning stems from being
active in one's self development and includes informal learning behaviors, such as
metacognition, information seeking, and self-initiated learning (Bell & Kozlowski, 2008).
According to Smith, Ford and Kozlowski (1997), research has documented the effectiveness of
active learning strategies in promoting learning, performance, and especially adaptability.
For instance, learner-centered training designs are grounded in active learning or the
notion that people learn better when they are actively engaged in self-directed extraction of
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inferences (informal learning) as opposed to when they are passive recipients of information
(formal or traditional training; Bell & Kozlowski, 2010). Metacognition is a self-regulatory
process that involves developing one’s own learning strategies, knowing where to focus
attention, and monitoring cognitions during learning (Keith & Frese, 2005). Metacognition is
critical for gaining the most out of informal learning opportunities and navigating instructorless
learning contexts. Formal training that prescribes the correct procedures or solutions can prevent
the learner from engaging in metacognition due to restricted opportunity for exploration. It can
produce a concrete and inflexible representation of the information. An informal self-directed
approach to learning can lead to understanding the problem more comprehensively as one works
to develop their own solution, and ultimately new information is better integrated into existing
knowledge structures (Frese et al., 1988).
The instructorless and exploratory nature of learner-centered training approaches are
based on the idea that new knowledge is acquired through activities that the leaner initiates and
controls (Bell & Kozlowski, 2010). They can create initial challenges for the learner, but
research shows better long-term learning outcomes. Research suggests they are superior to
traditional training (e.g., lecture-based instruction) for building complex skills and mental
models (Frese, 1995; Heimbeck, Frese, Sonnentag, & Keith, 2003). Moreover, studies have
shown that exploratory learning is more effective than proceduralized training for adaptive
transfer or the transfer of skills to novel tasks (Bell & Kozlowski, 2008; Frese et al., 1988).
These findings may be due to a mastery orientation that is induced from active learning, which
can facilitate self-efficacy and adaptive performance (i.e., applying what they have learned to a
new situation). Furthermore, with a mastery orientation, trainees are focused on developing their
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competence rather than demonstrating their competence. The benefits are often not seen until
transfer performance is assessed (Kanfer & Ackerman, 1989; Locke, 2000).
Overall, active learning strategies rely on informal means of learning and are
instrumental in facilitating adaptive skill, or the ability to "flexibly adjust one's learning when the
task becomes more difficult, complex, or dynamic" (Smith et al., 1997). This competency is
becoming increasingly necessary for success as job evolve. Researchers and practitioners must
reconsider the best ways to promote organizational learning, as traditional formal training
methods may be inadequate for meeting evolving workforce demands (Bell & Kozlowski, 2010).
Whether employees are deliberately seeking out information by way of active learning or
capitalizing on fortuitous encounters, they are relying on informal learning processes. This
warrants more research attention on the topic of informal learning and the behaviors it subsumes.
Informal learning
Informal learning activities differ from formal workplace trainings in that they are
typically initiated by employees themselves for the purpose of improving their professional
competencies (Lohman, 2005). Prevalent is the idea that working professionals are more
interested in learning from each other rather than being passive recipients of information
presentation, which is typical of traditional classroom training. Informal learning activities, as
described above, may range from metacognition to participation in knowledge sharing with
colleagues, such as in communities of practice or mastermind groups. Many of these activities
are voluntary and self-initiated. It therefore follows that it is primarily dependent on the interest
and motivation of employees to engage in such behavior. Accordingly, this study sought to
investigate the factors that motivate employees to participate in informal learning, specifically
knowledge sharing behavior.
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Communities of practice
Communities of practice (CoP) are informal gatherings of colleagues or members of a
field of practice who share knowledge with each other and contribute to discussions of work
problems. An example is a group of colleagues who routinely meet and discuss work issues
during lunch. They may share work stories, ask and give advice, or share work related
information with one another. Communities of practice have been defined in the literature as
face-to-face or virtual places where employees can discuss challenges, answer each other’s
questions, and use each other as learning resources during or after training. They have also been
defined as informal groups within organizations wherein employees share expertise and
experience through informal relationships (Hara, 2009; Wenger, McDermott, & Snyder, 2002).
Finally, CoP have been defined by Wenger et al. (2002) as a “group of people who share a
concern, a set of problems, or a passion about a topic, and who deepen their knowledge and
expertise in this area by interacting on an ongoing basis.”
Informal learning and CoP are often discussed in conjunction with each other. Some even
regard a CoP as being defined by the informal learning that occurs within it. The theoretical basis
for CoP posits that adults work and learn through social interaction (i.e., work and learning are
social activities) rather than the simple acquisition of information (Lave & Wenger, 1991).
Several core characteristics of CoP have been stipulated: domain, community, and practice;
however, the foremost defining characteristic of CoP is the social interaction among CoP
members (Li et al., 2009). The concept of CoP appears to be in line with Kraiger’s (2008) push
for a “third generation of learning” that emphasizes collaborative learner-learner interaction to
facilitate the exchange of knowledge. Kraiger (2008) proposes that future training systems need
to have a focus on delivering training in a way that recognizes knowledge as something that is
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socially negotiated, meaning that learning is not the accumulation of an objective knowledge
domain. Rather, learning is a process of socially negotiated shared meaning derived from
interactions among people (e.g., knowledge comes from agreement when individuals compare
their cognitions). CoP should serve as effective tools for facilitating organizational learning to
the extent that people engage in knowledge sharing. The critical behavior that makes CoP
valuable is the sharing of knowledge from colleague to colleague.
Knowledge sharing
Across the literature, the major reported definitions of the knowledge sharing
construct are as follows. Knowledge sharing (KS) has been defined as “activities of transferring
or disseminating knowledge from one person or group to another” (Lee, 2001). It has been
defined as the behavior of giving task information to help or collaborate with others to create
new ideas and solve problems (Pulakos, Dorsey, & Borman, 2003). Witherspoon, Bergner,
Cockrell & Stone’s (2013) meta-analysis defined KS simply as contributions among individuals.
Bock, Zmud, Lee, and Kim (2005) included both tacit and explicit knowledge sharing in its
definition. Tacit knowledge is knowledge that comes from ability or being experienced at
something and often forms one’s mental model. Explicit knowledge, on the other hand, consists
of knowledge that can be easily written down, articulated, and transmitted to another person
(Nonaka, 1994). Additionally, KS has been described to include exchanging ideas and seeking
advice (Bednall, Sanders, & Runhaar, 2014). According to several researchers, knowledge
sharing is the process of exchanging knowledge among colleagues, and the terms knowledge
sharing and knowledge exchange have been used synonymously (Kim & Lee, 2013; Wang &
Noe, 2010). Knowledge exchange has been defined as encompassing both knowledge giving
(providing knowledge to others) and knowledge seeking (soliciting knowledge from others). Kim
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& Lee (2013) stated that knowledge sharing occurs when an individual is willing to both learn
and assist others in developing new capabilities. Finally, Usoro, Sharratt, Tsui, and Shekhar
(2007) offer the following definition: “knowledge sharing is a process of communication
between two or more participants involving the acquisition and provision of knowledge.” In this
study, knowledge sharing behavior (KSB) was conceptualized as an interpersonal process of
knowledge transfer that involves requesting knowledge and providing knowledge between
colleagues.
Many organizations have invested time and money into knowledge management
initiatives, such as developing electronic systems to facilitate the collection and storage of
knowledge (i.e., knowledge management systems). However, estimates of return on investment
have been poor as these initiatives fail to actually facilitate knowledge sharing (Wang & Noe,
2010 citing Babcock, 2004). Installing a medium for knowledge sharing does not automatically
produce knowledge sharing behavior. A large reason why knowledge sharing fails to occur may
lie in how organizational factors and individual characteristics play a role. This study
investigated how both factors as well as their interaction contribute to knowledge sharing
behavior in organizations.
Literature review of knowledge sharing
Researchers have only scratched the surface in empirically examining the individual and
organizational factors that might influence knowledge sharing. Furthermore, these factors and
their relationship to knowledge sharing have been studied singularly; few studies have examined
their interaction.
First, several studies have focused on features of the organizational context in relation to
knowledge sharing. Lee, Kim, and Kim (2006) reported that management support is related to
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willingness to share knowledge. Other studies have found that collectivism and loosely
controlled culture are related to knowledge sharing (Chang & Lin, 2015). Behnke (2010)
reported that tools and relevant training can influence knowledge sharing. Lastly, several studies
have examined rewards and knowledge sharing. Some studies have found support for a positive
relationship with KS behavior (e.g., Kankanhalli, Tan, & Wei, 2005) while others have not found
a relationship with KS attitude, intention, or behavior (e.g., Behnke, 2010; Kwok & Gao, 2005).
Additionally, Bock & Kim (2002) found a negative relationship between rewards and knowledge
sharing attitude.
Individual characteristics are thought of as relatively stable personal attributes that may
vary between people, such as personality traits, cognitive ability, interests and values. In terms of
knowledge sharing, a small handful of studies have found the following relationships. Matzler,
Renzl, Muller, Herting, and Mooradian (2008) reported relationships for knowledge sharing and
three personality factors: conscientiousness, agreeableness, and openness. Cabrera, Collins, and
Salgado (2006) also reported a link between openness and knowledge sharing. Self-efficacy has
been linked to both knowledge sharing intention and behavior (Cabrera et al., 2006; Kankanhalli
et al., 2005; Kuo & Young, 2008). Matzler & Mueller (2011) found a positive relationship
between learning goal orientation and knowledge sharing but a negative relationship between
performance goal orientation and knowledge sharing. Finally, some studies have reported that
the enjoyment of helping is related to knowledge sharing (Kankanhalli et al., 2005; Chiu, Hsu, &
Wang, 2006).
Lastly, a few attitudinal variables have been explored. Chowdhury (2005) found that
affective and cognitive based trust at the dyadic level exhibited positive relationships with
knowledge sharing. Lin (2007) reported that distributive and procedural justice perceptions
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influenced commitment and trust which had effects on knowledge sharing. Hashim & Tan (2015)
also found that trust and affective commitment were related to knowledge sharing. Cabrera et al.
(2006) reported a positive relationship between organizational commitment and knowledge
sharing behavior. See Figure 1 for a summary of the relationships reviewed in this section.
On the whole, rewards appear to have garnered the most research attention relative to
other variables, but the relationship remains unclear, and more work needs to be done. Rewards
for knowledge sharing have been defined by researchers in a variety of ways. A recent metaanalysis defined rewards as “anticipated pay increase, anticipated promotion, anticipated
reciprocal relationships, and reputation building” (Witherspoon et al., 2013). This meta-analysis
reported a significant positive relationship between anticipated pay/promotion and knowledge
sharing intention as well as with knowledge sharing behavior. It also reported that reputation was
positively related to knowledge sharing behavior, although it did not find a relationship with
anticipated reciprocity. Lastly, the authors examined "intrinsic motivation," which they defined
as the tendency to enjoy helping others through knowledge sharing and found a positive
relationship with both knowledge sharing intention and behavior (Witherspoon et al., 2013). The
shortcoming of this meta-analysis, however, is its failure to specify which primary studies were
meta-analyzed for each relationship. It is thus difficult to determine which operationalizations
were actually used for the constructs under investigation. For instance, it is unclear whether the
meta-analyzed relationships with knowledge sharing behavior included measures of knowledge
giving, asking, or both. As another example, it is unclear how studies were coded. Chiu et al.
(2006) measured personal outcome expectations using items covering the expectation of
friendship, cooperation, happiness, reputation, and accomplishment from knowledge sharing. It
is unknown whether their study’s effect size was included in the meta-analysis for the
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relationship between “reputation” and knowledge sharing behavior or for the relationship
between “reciprocity” and knowledge sharing behavior. Overall, it is difficult to draw confident
conclusions from this meta-analysis. Furthermore, a meta-analysis can only be as good as the
studies included in it. Primary studies with methodological issues (garbage in) can carry over and
affect the meta-analytic results (garbage out). A literature review of primary studies in this area
reveals that they have often used content contaminated (or deficient) measures of the knowledge
sharing behavior construct. Taking this into account along with the mixed results produced by
primary studies, the relationship between rewards and knowledge sharing behavior remains
unclear (Wang & Noe, 2010).
An overview of operationalizations and results from past literature is presented in Table
1. To summarize, it appears that several studies examining what they label as “intrinsic”
motivating factors and knowledge sharing have found a positive relationship (Cabrera et al.,
2006; Kankanhalli et al., 2005; Liu & Fang, 2010; Ozlati, 2015; Witherspoon et al., 2013),
although two studies have reported no significant relationship (Behnke, 2010; Chiu et al., 2006).
These “intrinsic” factors have been operationalized as non-monetary rewards, praise,
recognition, feeling of happiness, and enjoyment in helping others through knowledge sharing. It
is worth noting that Chiu et al.’s (2006) measure actually included items assessing both
“intrinsic” (e.g., feeling happy or a sense of accomplishment) as well as “extrinsic” factors as
categorized by other researchers (e.g., building reputation and gaining cooperation or
reciprocity).
In terms of the relationship between what researchers call “extrinsic” motivating factors
and knowledge sharing, researchers have operationalized this variable as monetary or financial
reward, promotion, improved reputation, image, and reciprocity. Several studies reported a
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positive relationship (Cabrera et al., 2006; Kankanhalli et al., 2005; Witherspoon et al., 2013),
while several studies reported no significant relationship (Chiu et al., 2006; Kankanhalli et al.,
2005; Liu & Fang, 2010). Additionally, Bock & Kim (2002) found a significant negative
relationship between expected extrinsic rewards and knowledge sharing attitude.
The lack of consistency in results across studies makes it hard to draw conclusions. Wang
and Noe (2010) have also noted the inconsistent findings in this area and suggested the need for
further research. This situation is further complicated by the overlapping operationalizations of
“intrinsic” and “extrinsic” rewards by some of the authors. Generally, motivation theories refer
to “intrinsic” as something being inherently fulfilling (e.g., performing the behavior itself
provides a rewarding feeling), while “extrinsic” is construed as obtaining a rewarding outcome
apart from the behavior itself (Amabile, 1997). However, many knowledge sharing studies did
not appear to ground their classification of “intrinsic” and “extrinsic” rewards in any theory or
construct validity evidence. For instance, Choi, Kang, and Lee’s (2008) operationalization of
“intrinsic rewards” as praise and public recognition is problematic because it can be argued that
praise and recognition are rewards given by the organization as a consequence for a desired
behavior. In that sense they are contextual and external to the individual obtaining satisfaction
from the behavior itself. Furthermore, reputation has been considered an “extrinsic” factor by
many researchers, although it is conceptually similar to praise and recognition.
Interestingly, if we focus solely on knowledge sharing behavior, and if the findings are
grouped according to operationalization rather than the “intrinsic” and “extrinsic” labels used by
the authors, then a potential pattern emerges. Two studies measured monetary-based incentives
and found positive relationships with knowledge sharing behavior (Cabrera et al., 2006;
Kankanhalli et al., 2005). Three studies assessed feelings associated with knowledge sharing
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behavior (e.g., fun, pleasure, a rewarding feeling) and found a positive relationship (Cabrera et
al., 2006; Kankanhalli et al., 2005; Ozlati, 2015). Lastly, four studies reported no significant
relationship with knowledge sharing behavior for reputation, image, praise, recognition or
reciprocity (Behnke, 2010; Chiu et al., 2006; Kankanhalli et al., 2005; Liu & Fang, 2010).
Wasko & Faraj (2005) was the only study to report a positive relationship for reputation and a
negative relationship for reciprocity.
Definition of rewards
In this study rewards were defined as an expected non-punitive consequence to
knowledge sharing behavior in organizations. Based on the literature review, this study deviated
from the “intrinsic” versus “extrinsic” distinction of rewards and hypothesized the following
separation of reward types: financial rewards (past studies imply a positive relationship with
knowledge sharing behavior), affective rewards (past studies imply a positive relationship with
knowledge sharing behavior), and relational rewards (past studies imply no significant
relationship with knowledge sharing behavior).
The concept of rewards in this study may be analogous to how it is represented in operant
conditioning (Skinner, 1938), where learning occurs by means of rewards and punishments. The
principle of positive reinforcement says that a response tendency is increased when a motivating
or desirable stimulus is given as a consequence (reward). Reward in operant conditioning has a
similar meaning to the definition used in this study. Where it differs, however, is that operant
conditioning requires the reward to be valued and motivating in order for it to be called a reward
(e.g., something is a reward if it increases the frequency of behavior). The present study
separated this concept into two variables, distinguishing between the reward itself and how much
a person values the reward. In this study, reward refers to an expected positive consequence for
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behavior. But it is only reinforcing of behavior to the degree that it is perceived as sufficiently
valuable by an individual. When rewards are not perceived as sufficiently valuable by an
individual, they are not motivating for behavior. Consider the following example. A promotion
might be offered as a reward for performing knowledge sharing behavior. This reward is an
outcome that organizational leaders would expect to be reinforcing of behavior, but individuals
who are not looking for increased responsibility may not value the reward and therefore will not
be motivated to increase their knowledge sharing behavior.
Measurement of knowledge sharing behavior
Reviewing past studies’ measurement of knowledge sharing behavior (KSB) and rewards
revealed a practical need for the development and validation of new scales that adequately
capture each construct domain. To date there is no widely-accepted or validated measurement
instrument for knowledge sharing behavior or for rewards. The studies in this area have used a
variety of problematic measures that are either contaminated or deficient in representing the
construct, particularly with regard to KSB.
For instance, Kim and Lee’s (2013) instrument consisted of several items that assessed
attitude or belief rather than actual knowledge sharing behavior (e.g, “I like to be informed of
what my colleagues know” and “I think it is important that my colleagues know what I am
doing”). Rather than a pure assessment of the extent of KSB, Jacobs and Roodt’s (2007) items
asked participants to report the extent to which they shared knowledge for various reasons, such
as to get recognition, to get rewarded, or to satisfy their fulfillment needs. Liu and Fang (2010)
used Van den Hooff and Van Weenen’s (2004) knowledge sharing behavior scale that was
contaminated with items assessing culture, for example, “knowledge sharing with my colleagues
within my department is considered a normal thing.” Wah, Menkhoff, Loh, and Evers (2007)
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also used a scale where one of their four items specifically asked about a culture of knowledge
sharing. Another issue is that some studies appear to only assesses the knowledge giving
component of knowledge sharing behavior by using item wording, such as “knowledge
contribution” (e.g., Kankanhalli et al., 2005; Wasko & Faraj, 2005) or “I share my ideas about
jobs with my co-workers” and “I talk about my tips on jobs with my co-workers” (Lin, 2007).
Other studies only assessed sharing of a certain kind of knowledge. For example, Bock & Kim
(2002) and Lin (2007) only assessed tacit knowledge sharing but neglected to assess the sharing
of explicit knowledge. Yi’s (2009) knowledge sharing behavior scale has received validation
support, however, its items were developed specifically for measuring knowledge sharing within
academia and several items assessed general helping or citizenship behaviors, unspecific to
knowledge sharing. For example, items on a scale of 1 (never) to 7 (always) included: “publish
articles in university journals or newsletters,” “support less experienced colleagues with time
from personal schedule” and “spend time in personal conversation with others to help them with
their work-related problems.”
In accordance with the reported definitions above, I conceptualized KSB as consisting of
both giving one’s knowledge to others (knowledge giving) as well as procuring knowledge from
others (knowledge asking). Knowledge giving has been referred to as, “communicating to others
what one’s personal intellectual capital is,” while knowledge asking has been referred to as,
“consulting colleagues in order to get them to share their intellectual capital” (Van den Hooff &
De Ridder, 2004). In other words, knowledge giving is the act of passing intellectual capital to
others while knowledge asking is the act of procuring intellectual capital from others.
Furthermore, knowledge has been defined to include task information, expertise, contextual
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information, know-how, and work-related experience that helps to solve problems, develop new
ideas, or implement procedures (Cummings, 2004; Kim & Lee, 2013; Lin, 2007).
In sum, a measurement instrument for KSB that adequately captures the construct should
include items that assess the provision of tacit and explicit knowledge as well as behaviors in the
acquisition of tacit and explicit knowledge. The development of a content valid scale was the
first goal of this study, followed by demonstrating evidence of the psychometric soundness of the
scale (e.g., reliability and factor structure). I examined the factor structure for the construct of
knowledge sharing behavior and hypothesized that it is multidimensional encompassing both
knowledge giving and asking behavior. Additionally, I examined the factor structure of rewards
for knowledge sharing. Based on the literature review, I hypothesized that there are several types
of rewards (e.g., financial, affective, and relational) with differing relationships to knowledge
sharing behavior. From EFA it is possible to see support for either the intrinsic-extrinsic
classification of rewards or if another factor solution fits the data better. Similarly, EFA can
inform the nature and measurement of KSB as possibly two distinct components: knowledge
giving and knowledge asking. Lastly, regression analyses were performed to examine whether
each dimension of knowledge sharing behavior is related to different dimensions of rewards.
Hypothesis 1: Knowledge sharing behavior is a multidimensional construct.
Hypothesis 2: Expected rewards for knowledge sharing is a multidimensional construct.
Rewards and knowledge sharing relationship
The idea that rewards induce desired behavior is rooted in economic theories of selfinterest, stating that people evaluate the payoff when deciding whether they will or will not
engage in a behavior (Ferraro, Pfeffer, & Sutton, 2005). In the context of knowledge sharing,
people are likely to desire a payoff not only because they have to expend energy to communicate
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their knowledge to a target but also because they must give something they have spent their time
acquiring. Providing a more lucrative payoff, such as increasing the perceived benefits that may
be gained from knowledge sharing, should serve to produce more of that behavior.
The payoff or reward must be sufficiently valued by an individual in order to lead to
motivation. Extrinsic motivation is said to come from obtaining desired tangible resources such
as pay or promotion, whereas intrinsic motivation comes from obtaining value through
performing the activity itself (Lam & Lambermont-Ford, 2010 citing Deci, 1976). Intrinsic
motivation can be hedonic – derived from participating in a self-determined, self-improving, or
enjoyable activity. Models of job performance have depicted motivation, the degree to which one
chooses to engage and persist in an effort to do something, as a proximal determinant of
performance (Campbell, 1990). Research has also shown motivation’s role in training
participation and outcomes (Colquitt, LePine, & Noe, 2000). It is therefore likely for motivation
to play a similar role in whether an individual participates in informal learning activities, such as
KSB.
The three components of Vroom’s (1964) VIE or expectancy theory may explain when
rewards are sufficiently motivating or why rewards are motivating for certain individuals. VIE
theory describes the conditions in which a person becomes more motivated to act. Motivation is
theorized to be based on “expectancy” (confidence that oneself can accomplish the given
activity), “instrumentality” (belief that performing an activity will lead to beneficial outcome),
and “valence” (perceived attractiveness or expected satisfaction associated with the outcome).
Through expectancy theory, rewards may have a theoretical basis for motivating knowledge
sharing behavior. Moreover, these three factors may explain why some individuals elect to
participate in knowledge sharing in response to rewards while others do not.
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Overall, financial or monetary rewards (e.g., pay increase, cash bonus) are widely
believed to provide extrinsic motivation. As reviewed above, there exists some empirical support
for the link between rewards and KSB, and practitioner use of rewards is widespread. Cabrera et
al. (2006) and Kankanhalli et al. (2005) reported positive relationships between these “extrinsic”
benefits and knowledge sharing behavior, lending support for the incentivizing view of rewards.
However, Liu & Fang (2010) reported no significant relationship between what they labeled as
“extrinsic” motivating factors (e.g., reputation, hygiene, mutual benefit) and KSB. It appears that
fun, pleasure, and a rewarding feeling gained from knowledge sharing are also motivating
(Cabrera et al., 2006; Kankanhalli et al., 2005; Ozlati, 2015). These types of rewards have been
labeled by researchers as intrinsic. Praise and recognition, on the other hand, have been labeled
as intrinsic by some authors (e.g., Behnke, 2010) and extrinsic by others (e.g., Kankanhalli et al.,
2005). Although conceptually logical that being publicly praised or recognized for good
performance can be rewarding or that elevating one’s reputation will lead to more willingness to
engage in knowledge sharing, several studies did not find a significant relationship (e.g., Behnke,
2010; Chiu et al., 2006; Kankanhalli et al., 2005; Liu & Fang, 2010). Furthermore, Wasko and
Faraj (2005) found a negative relationship between anticipated reciprocity and KSB, instead of a
hypothesized positive relationship. In sum, the results are mixed.
Null findings may be due to inconsistent or contaminated operationalizations described
above for rewards and KSB, or they may stem from theoretical explanations, such as the notion
that different people are motivated by different things. Certain individuals may desire benefits
other than financial rewards. Supervisors often rely on incentive systems, but certain workers
may instead desire non-financial rewards, effective feedback, or positive leader-member
exchange (LMX). Another explanation is competition. When the reward is a limited resource
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(e.g., promotion) people may see each other as competitors and refrain from knowledge sharing.
There is also the alternative viewpoint that rewards can hinder, rather than increase, motivation.
The “undermining effect” theorizes that rewards actually impair motivation to perform
(Murayama, Matsumoto, Izuma, & Matsumoto, 2010; Murayama, Kitagami, Tanaka, & Raw,
2017). The more individuals experience being controlled into doing something, the more they
lose interest in wanting to do it of their own volition. Some research has shown that rewards
work for simple or mechanical tasks but undermine motivation for complex tasks that require
creativity or cognition (Hewett & Conway, 2016). Other research has shown the opposite effect,
where motivation for a moderately complex task increases with rewards but decreases when the
task is low difficulty (Cameron, Pierce, & So, 2004). Overall, it is unclear how rewards apply to
knowledge sharing behavior. Rewards are commonly believed to promote knowledge sharing,
but there are several issues with this assumption. Studies have found mixed results (see Table 1),
operationalized rewards differently, and the measurement of knowledge sharing behavior has
varied from study to study. The present study aimed to clarify the relationship between rewards
and knowledge sharing behavior by testing relationships among narrower dimensions of
constructs as well as examining the interaction of rewards and individual differences to explain
when rewards have motivational value. I hypothesized that each dimension of rewards is
positively associated with each dimension of knowledge sharing behavior.
Hypothesis 3: Non-financial rewards (e.g., getting a sense of satisfaction or rewarding
feeling) exhibit a positive relationship with knowledge giving.
Hypothesis 4: Non-financial rewards (e.g., getting a sense of satisfaction or rewarding
feeling) exhibit a positive relationship with knowledge asking.
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Hypothesis 5: Financial rewards (e.g., pay/promotion) exhibit a positive relationship with
knowledge giving.
Hypothesis 6: Financial rewards (e.g., pay/promotion) exhibit a positive relationship with
knowledge asking.
Person and situation interaction
Interactions between persons and situations have been widely discussed in organizational
literature across several domains, from person-environment fit theory to aptitude-treatment
interactions in employee training. They underscore the importance of examining the interaction
of person characteristics with situational aspects as they influence work outcomes. Nonetheless,
a lack of studies have attempted to examine the interaction of person attributes and rewards in
influencing knowledge sharing behavior.
Social and personality psychologists have long sought to explain the ways in which
situations and personality affect behavior. Evidence of the predictive power of both types of
factors has resulted in an understanding that behavior is a function of both personality and
context (Cooper & Withey, 2009). Some scholars have theorized ways in which situational
strength influences the relationship between personality and behavior. For example, Mischel
(1977) proposed that situations are more likely to exert effects when they are strong, while
personality is more likely to matter when situations are weak. However, according to a review by
Cooper & Withey (2009), limited research has actually focused on empirically testing the
constraining effect of situational strength on the expression of personality.
Person-situation interaction theories posit that individuals behave differently depending
on their personality in a given situational context. One such theory is the cognitive affective
personality system (CAPS) theory which describes individuals differing in how they focus on the
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features of a situation, cognitively and emotionally encode them, and how those encodings
activate other cognitions or affects (Mischel & Shoda, 1995). Generally, in the person-situation
interaction view, behaviors are a reflection of if-then statements, “if A, then X, but if B, then Y”
or “if A and B, then X.” For example, if the situation provides a consequence for behavior (e.g.,
rewards), and if the person values that consequence, then motivation for performing the behavior
will result. What prompts a behavioral response depends on both the particular situation as well
as the person’s characteristics.
In person-environment fit theory (e.g., Holland’s (1985) RIASEC theory of vocational
interests), individuals are only motivated to perform when environment characteristics match
their personal interests, goals, or needs. Positive outcomes in job attitudes and behaviors are
fostered by similarities between the employee and work environment.
In the training realm, Campbell and Kuncel (2001) have called for greater attention to
aptitude-treatment interactions (ATI) due to the notion that some instructional contexts
(treatments) are more or less effective for certain individuals with specific characteristics.
Aptitude refers to any measurable individual characteristic, while treatment refers to any
manipulatable situation variable, including characteristics of the environment. Interaction refers
to an effect where optimal learning occurs when the type of instruction matches the learner.
These person-situation interaction effects have been observed across educational and
organizational research, suggesting that one type of treatment may not work equally well for all
employees because individuals respond differently to things in the environment.
The purpose of this work was to apply the person-situation interaction framework in
examining the interaction of individual characteristics (career stage and goal orientation) with
contextual factors (organizational culture and rewards) in influencing knowledge sharing
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behavior. Looking only at the simple relationship of rewards to outcomes ignores the issue that
different people value rewards to different degrees. Rewards may or may not be influential
depending on the characteristics of the person. As such, the relationship between rewards and
knowledge sharing may be moderated by an individual difference, such as career stage.
Career stage
Some theories posit that workers maintain stable interests or needs and do not account for
changes in workers from the time they enter the job to the time they retire. For example,
Holland’s (1985, 1996) RIASEC theory states that people hold a certain type of vocational
interest (realistic, investigative, artistic, social, enterprising, or conventional) and gain
satisfaction by working in an occupation that is congruent with their interest type. It is more
plausible, however, that people do not remain static in their careers, always interested and
motivated by the same things. Instead, people move through periods of development with
evolving needs and desires. Career and life stage theories seek to describe this phenomenon and
can be closer representations of what individuals experience over the course of their careers.
Additionally, the various career concerns proposed at each career stage in these theories may
help explain behaviors, such as knowledge sharing, in the workplace.
Career and life stage theories have been mostly cited in the career development and
counseling literatures. Essentially, these theories say that the needs and desires of people evolve
over the course of their careers, leading people to be focused on different career tasks at each
developmental stage. These theories have been useful in predicting workers’ goals, job
satisfaction, and performance (Mount, 1984; Slocum & Cron, 1985; Smart, 1994). Two
prominent theories of career development are Levinson’s (1986) life cycle model and Super’s
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(1957, 1980) career stage model. Both posit that people progress through stages characterized by
distinct developmental tasks and psychological concerns.
The life cycle model consists of nine stages separated by age brackets from 17 through 65
years of age. For example, the “entering adult world” stage spans ages 23 through 28 and
represents the time period when individuals are searching for work that is consistent with their
self-concept. In the “settling down” stage, which spans ages 34 to 39, individuals become more
committed to their work and are interested in establishing job security and stability. Each stage is
firmly determined by age, and people must progress through the stages in sequential order.
The career stage model, in contrast, is more flexible and appropriate for modern workers
who commonly start delayed careers or second careers. The model theorizes four stages that
employees experience over the course of their career. The four stages are not strictly linked to
specific age groups; an individual can be at any of the four stages at any age. Furthermore, an
individual can recycle through the four stages (i.e., go through them again or revisit a certain
stage) when there is a change in career, job, or organization. According to this model, an
individual can have more than one career in the course of his or her lifetime. One’s career stage
is determined by his or her present circumstances, perceptions, and preoccupation with certain
career concerns. In contrast, Levinson’s (1986) stages are strictly determined by biological age
(Smart, 1994).
Super’s (1957, 1980) career stage model begins with the exploration stage, where
individuals are in the process of discovering their interests, where they belong, and are not yet
highly committed to their occupation or organization. The second stage is termed the
establishment stage where individuals have settled on an occupation and are attempting to
establish themselves in their occupation. Workers in this stage are strongly concerned with
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salary, promotion, success, and job security. In the maintenance stage, individuals are focused on
keeping their position in the organization, maintaining their job status, performance level and
knowledge in their field. Finally, in the disengagement stage, individuals “psychologically
separate” from their job, begin thinking about retirement or leaving their job, and tend to seek
satisfaction from outside of their job (Flaherty & Pappas, 2002). Following this theory, it may be
argued that depending on current career stage, individuals will have different motivations and
desires, some of which are more amenable to rewards than others.
Studies have shown support for Super’s (1957, 1980) four career stages. Ornstein, Cron,
and Slocum (1989) examined both life cycle and career stage theories. Based on each theory, the
authors made a series of hypotheses regarding job attitudes as they relate to each of the
postulated life and career stages. Overall, the authors concluded that their results support
Levinson’s (1986) conjectures regarding only the early stages of a career (e.g., people are less
committed to the organization and less involved in the job early on), but their findings more so
provide empirical support for Super’s (1957, 1980) career stage theory. They observed that
individuals have less positive job attitudes during the exploration stage, are more committed
towards work in the establishment and maintenance stages, and are less willing to relocate for
their job (i.e., less committed) as they start psychologically withdrawing in the disengagement
stage.
One prevalent problem, however, has been the measurement of career stage. To date,
there is no clear consensus on how career stage should be measured. Many authors using career
stage theory in their studies have measured career stage as either chronological age or tenure
(length of time at a job). These are straightforward operationalizations, but they are only proxies
and can be inaccurate assessments of the actual construct of interest. For instance, a middle-aged
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individual who wants to change careers is likely to express exploration stage needs and concerns
but may be placed in the maintenance stage if assessed using age.
This has been the case for much of the research involving career stage. Researchers have
frequently justified their operationalization by citing other researchers who also used proxy
measures. For instance, Slocum & Cron (1985) measured career stage using age, “similar to what
others have done testing Super’s model.” Age and tenure have continued to be popularly used as
measures of career stage even in recent studies. Darcy, McCarthy, Hill and Grady (2012)
examined work-life balance across four career stages separated by age groups. Lam, Ng, and
Feldman (2012) examined the relationship between external job mobility and salary as it differs
across career stages, measured as years of work experience. I sought to measure career stage in
accordance with its theory, rather than using proxy measures. The following discussion draws
upon career stage theory and expectancy (VIE) theory to describe how individuals’ knowledge
sharing behavior may vary as a function of the motivational value of rewards during each career
stage.
During the exploration career stage, individuals are not yet committed to their job
because they are still discovering what they like and excel at doing. As such, “expectancy”
perceptions (confidence that oneself can accomplish the given activity) may be low. Individuals
are not confident that their effort will successfully lead to performance or rewards. They may
also not desire rewards, such as promotion, in a career they have not committed to yet (low
“valence”). The motivational value of rewards was therefore hypothesized to be low for
individuals in this career stage.
The motivational value of rewards should theoretically be the highest during the
establishment stage because this is when individuals become committed to their job and are
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concerned with building success in their occupation. “Expectancy” is at a high level, as is
“valence” (perceived attractiveness or expected satisfaction associated with rewards). Often
times being in this career stage is concurrent with the life stage of establishing a family and
home. Rewards such as promotion can serve as a sign of status, power, and security in an
organization, all of which are central concerns of individuals in this career stage. Accordingly, it
was hypothesized that rewards have a stronger influence on knowledge sharing behavior for
individuals in the establishment stage, than at other stages of career.
During the maintenance stage, workers are described as less intent on striving to achieve.
Their desire for promotion is decreased and perceived “valence” of outcomes is lower.
Employees in this stage have a reduced focus on advancing the career ladder and instead seek to
maintain their current position within the organization. Rewards (e.g., pay or formal recognition
of good performance) may still be motivating for individuals in this career stage, but not as
strongly motivating as they are for individuals in the establishment stage.
Lastly, in the disengagement stage, workers are theorized to psychologically withdraw or
separate themselves from their job. Behaviorally, they tend to exert minimal efforts in
performance and begin pursuing satisfaction from outside of work. Individuals in this stage have
been described as having ceased interest in career development. Correspondingly, interest in
rewards from the job such as recognition, personal development, or promotion is likely low. It
was hypothesized that rewards for knowledge sharing are much less motivating for individuals in
the disengagement stage.
Hypothesis 7: Career stage moderates the relationship between financial rewards and
knowledge giving.
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Hypothesis 8: Career stage moderates the relationship between financial rewards and
knowledge asking.
Hypothesis 9: Career stage moderates the relationship between non-financial rewards and
knowledge giving.
Hypothesis 10: Career stage moderates the relationship between non-financial rewards
and knowledge asking.
Goal orientations
A second antecedent variable that has received research attention in the knowledge
sharing domain is goal orientation. Goal orientation is the way one interprets and behaves in
learning environments and has been regarded as a stable, trait-like, individual difference
variable. Goal orientation is a multidimensional construct originally conceived of as two
dimensions: learning orientation and performance orientation. More recently, scholars have
presented evidence for a trichotomous structure where performance orientation is further split
into two components: prove/approach and avoid (Elliot & Church, 1997; Vandewalle, 1993,
1996, 1997). Overall, three distinct goal orientations have been put forth in the literature (Payne,
Youngcourt, & Beaubien, 2007): learning goal orientation (focuses on task mastery and
development of competence), performance prove (seeks to gain favorable judgments of
competence), and performance avoid (strives to avoid perceptions of failure and incompetence).
Learning goal orientation (LGO)
Individuals with a high learning goal orientation (LGO) tend to engage in more
metacognitive strategies and exert more effort in learning situations. They are inclined to seek
feedback and strive to advance their development. Learning goal orientation individuals have a
strong focus on the development and mastery of skills. They are concerned with developing
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competence (Matzler & Mueller, 2011). LGO has been shown to have a positive relationship
with knowledge sharing (Kim & Lee, 2013; Lee, Yoo, & Yun, 2015; Matzler & Mueller, 2011).
Hypothesis 11: Learning goal orientation exhibits a positive relationship with knowledge
giving.
Hypothesis 12: Learning goal orientation exhibits a positive relationship with knowledge
asking.
Performance goal orientation (PGO)
At least two studies have shown that performance goal orientation is negatively related to
knowledge sharing (Kim & Lee, 2013; Matzler & Mueller, 2010); however, it is currently not
well known how performance prove and performance avoid orientations are related to
knowledge sharing. Performance prove goal orientation (PPO) is defined as individuals with a
strong desire to prove their competence and gain favorable judgments about it from others. On
the other hand, performance avoid goal orientation (PAO) is defined as the desire to avoid
showing a lack of competence or the perception of incompetence. Some evidence suggests that
the two components have different antecedents (Elliot & Church, 1997) and outcomes (Elliot &
Harackiewicz, 1996).
Although PPO and PAO appear conceptually and empirically distinct, they have not been
investigated separately in terms of relationships to knowledge giving and knowledge asking. In
this study, their separate relationships were examined alongside moderators (rewards and
culture) to those relationships.
Performance prove orientation (PPO)
Individuals with a performance prove orientation strive to demonstrate their competence
to others (Vandewalle, 2003). They are concerned with gaining favorable judgments from others
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regarding their competence. Generally, when one’s contributions are recognized by others it can
increase motivation to perform, and this may be particularly true for performance prove
individuals. Accordingly, if their efforts to participate in informal learning are socially
recognized within the organization, then they are more likely to engage in those efforts.
However, if performance prove individuals perform knowledge sharing but no recognition is
given, they will likely be unmotivated to perform those behaviors. Consequently, I hypothesized
that rewards (specifically more relational types of rewards) moderate the relationship between
PPO and knowledge giving.
Hypothesis 13: Performance prove orientation exhibits a positive relationship with
knowledge giving.
Hypothesis 16: Non-financial rewards moderate the relationship between performance
prove and knowledge giving, such that the relationship is stronger with more rewards.
Performance avoid orientation (PAO)
Individuals with a strong performance avoid orientation have a high fear of failure and
strive to avoid shows of incompetence. They tend to view performance situations as threatening
to the appearance of their competence (Vandewalle, 2003). Knowledge sharing situations can be
threatening because by giving knowledge, others can see what you know as well as what you
don’t know. Given PAO individuals’ desire to avoid such situations, PAO was hypothesized to
have a negative relationship with knowledge giving.
Hypothesis 14: Performance avoid orientation exhibits a negative relationship with
knowledge giving.
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Organizational learning culture as a strong situation
Organizational culture captures the values, beliefs, and assumptions shared by
employees. An organizational culture that strongly emphasizes employee learning should
engender knowledge sharing behavior, even in those who are performance avoid oriented (PAO).
For instance, if an organization is comprised of employees who all subscribe to the idea that
learning and development are important and that participating in learning and development
activities is desired organizational behavior, then behaviors consistent with those values and
beliefs are likely to take place. It is reasonable to say that employees will be motivated to engage
in learning behaviors, such as knowledge sharing, if they believe it is the right way to act in their
organization, which is a function of the norms and signals that are interpreted from the work
environment. Regardless of their own personality factors, if individuals work in a strong
organizational learning culture then they are likely to act in accordance with it. This notion is
grounded in the theory of situational strength.
Mischel (1977) proposed that situations are most influential when they are strong, and
personality is the most influential when situations are weak. A strong situation is one where
everyone knows what to do and why because the cues for desired behavior are clear,
unambiguous, and potent (Cooper & Withey, 2009). Situational strength places pressure on
individuals to perform certain behaviors regardless of their individual personality. Consequently,
the relationship between individual personality and behavior should be attenuated in the case of a
strong situation. In contrast, a weak situation has unclear demand characteristics, vague cues, and
loose rules for expected behavior. These aspects allow for more unconstrained expression of
personality through behavior (Prime, 2016).
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This idea extends to strong organizational cultures which are defined by shared
assumptions and values that homogenize or limit the variability of behavioral responses (Cooper
& Withey, 2009). Culture and norms dictate consequences of desired behavior as well as
behavior that is discouraged or misaligned. For instance, if knowledge sharing is a standard
expectation, then those who do not share their knowledge may receive condemnation from their
colleagues. In contrast, those who act in accordance with the norms gain acceptance from their
peers. Learning values or norms that are strong and pervasive throughout the organization should
induce knowledge sharing behavior from even those who are PAO. Consequently, it was
hypothesized that strength of organizational learning culture moderates the relationship between
PAO and knowledge giving. When the organization has a strong learning culture, PAO
individuals will engage in more knowledge sharing behavior. Results of this investigation can
provide support for the strong situation theory as well as support person-situation interaction as
an organizing framework for knowledge sharing antecedents.
Hypothesis 15: Organizational learning culture moderates the relationship between PAO
and knowledge giving, such that the relationship is weaker in a strong culture.
Present study
This work was conducted in two studies. The first study consisted of scale development
for rewards, knowledge sharing behavior, and organizational learning culture. An item sort task
with subject matter experts and exploratory factor analysis (EFA) were performed to demonstrate
validity evidence for the new scales and to test hypotheses regarding the multidimensional nature
of constructs. The second study consisted of confirmatory factor analysis (CFA) and used the
new scales to test hypothesized relationships among dimensions of constructs as well as
moderators to those relationships. The complete study procedure is depicted by the flowchart in
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Figure 3. Table 2 lists hypotheses 1 - 16, and Figure 2 presents a visual summary of the
hypotheses.
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Chapter 2: Study 1 method
The overall goal of this work was to examine the theoretical underpinnings of knowledge
sharing behavior in organizations by clarifying the measurement of constructs and antecedent
relationships as identified in the introduction section.
This chapter describes the steps that were taken to develop new measurement instruments
for knowledge sharing behavior, expected rewards, and organizational learning culture. These
steps included content validation with subject matter experts and exploratory factor analysis to
establish the dimensionality of constructs. Based on the literature review, it was hypothesized
that both knowledge sharing behavior and expected rewards are multidimensional constructs.
Item content validation
It is generally advisable to write twice as many items as what is planned to be used
(Cascio & Aguinis, 2011). Enough items must be written to adequately sample the domain of
interest and assist in the over-determination of factors. An initial pool of items was generated for
each scale under development, where the conceptual definition of the construct was used to
guide item writing. Some of the items were adapted from previous scales and reworded for
clarity. Additional items were written to adequately cover the construct domain based on its
conceptual definition. A total of 36 items were generated for knowledge sharing behavior.
Because this construct is conceptualized as consisting of both asking and giving behaviors, 18
items were written for knowledge asking, and 18 items were written for knowledge giving.
Fifteen items were generated for organizational learning culture. Twenty-two items were
generated for expected rewards for knowledge sharing. All items were written with the intention
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of being concise, easy to understand, and not double-barreled. This initial pool of items is
presented in Table 3.
According to the APA (2010) standards for testing, evidence of validity based on test
content can be obtained from expert judgments about the representativeness of items. Sample
size recommendations range from 12 to 30 for an item sort task (Hunt, Sparkman, & Wilcox,
1982). In this study, 14 Industrial-Organizational Psychology graduate students served as subject
matter experts (SMEs) for the content validation procedure (Anderson & Gerbing, 1991). The
SMEs were presented with the conceptual definition of the constructs and asked to sort each item
into the construct they thought the item assessed. This process is useful for removing items that,
at face value, are not conceptually consistent with the construct of interest.
For the knowledge sharing behavior (KSB) scale, four construct choices were presented
to the SMEs: the behavior of giving knowledge to others, the behavior of soliciting knowledge
from others, the feeling of attachment or loyalty to one’s organization, and other. The feeling of
attachment or loyalty to one’s organization represents the construct of organizational
commitment, which was included as an option because past research has shown it is a related, yet
conceptually distinct, construct from knowledge sharing (Hashim & Tan, 2015).
For the organizational learning culture (OLC) scale, the construct’s definition (the degree
to which an organization’s values and practices emphasize employee learning) was presented
alongside three other construct choices: the degree to which an organization’s values and
practices emphasize innovation and creativity, the degree to which an organization’s values and
practices emphasize cohesion or unity, and other. These constructs were chosen because they are
similar but distinct types of organizational culture.
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For the expected rewards scale, SMEs were asked to sort each item into one of four
options: the expectation of receiving a financial or tangible benefit, the expectation of receiving a
social gain as an outcome, the expectation of feeling a positive emotion as an outcome, or other.
To assess evidence of validity, two indices were calculated based on results from the item
sort task (Anderson & Gerbing, 1991). First, the proportion of substantive agreement (Psa)
represents the proportion of raters who assigned an item to its intended construct, ranging from
0.00 to 1.00. Second, the coefficient of substantive validity (Csv) represents the extent to which
raters assigned an item to its intended construct more than to any other construct, ranging from 1.00 to 1.00. For both, values closer to 1.00 indicate a higher degree of validity, and items with
values of at least 0.75 were retained, consistent with past research and recommended guidelines
(Hinkin, 1995; Anderson & Gerbing, 1991).
The initial items generated for the scales and their substantive validity indices are
presented in Table 3. For KSB, the indices were above 0.75 for all items. However, four items
above this threshold were not retained because based on qualitative SME feedback, several felt
those items were ambiguous or double-barreled. For example, “I ask colleagues to give their
ideas” and “I give my ideas at work” had indices higher than 0.75 but were not retained because
some SMEs perceived “ideas” as different from the construct of knowledge. For OLC, Csv
indices were below 0.75 for four items which were not retained. Lastly, for expected rewards,
four items had indices below 0.75 and were not retained. See Table 3 for a specification of which
items were retained and which were discarded. The retained items with an index of at least 0.75
and no negative SME feedback were administered to a sample of 230 participants for exploratory
factor analysis.
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Measures
Organizational learning culture (Table 3). Organizational culture is defined as shared
values that guide beliefs and norms for behavior in organizations (Ravasi & Schultz, 2006).
Organizational culture can consist of symbols, artifacts, or aspects of the physical environment
that communicate the shared values and engrained beliefs held by members within an
organization. Organizational learning culture is specific to an organization’s learning philosophy.
It is the value an organization places on employee learning. Put another way, organizational
learning culture is the organization-wide value, concern, and expectation that learning is
important for employees, shown via policies and norms but is not limited to formal training
(Tracey, Tannenbaum, & Kavanagh, 1995). As described above, an initial pool of 15 items was
written based on this conceptual definition. After the content validation process, four items were
discarded, and the remaining 11 items were presented to the study participants for exploratory
factor analysis. The scale was administered using a 6-point response scale ranging from 1
(strongly disagree) to 6 (strongly agree).
Knowledge sharing behavior (Table 3). Knowledge sharing in organizations is defined as
a process among colleagues involving the acquisition and provision of knowledge, which can
include task information, expertise, or experience. An initial pool of 36 items was written to
cover the construct space of knowledge sharing behavior, including both tacit and explicit forms
of knowledge (18 items for knowledge giving and 18 items for knowledge asking). After content
validation with SMEs, four items were removed. The remaining 32 items were administered on a
6-point response scale (ranging from never to always) to the sample for exploratory factor
analysis.
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Expected rewards (Table 3). Expected rewards is defined as a non-punitive/beneficial
outcome expected to result from engaging in knowledge sharing. Existing scales for this
construct have been content deficient, usually only focusing on one specific type of rewards or
only rewards from knowledge giving. For example, Chiu et al.’s (2006) scale only assessed
expected rewards for knowledge giving (e.g., “sharing my knowledge”) and focused only on the
expectation of making friends, feeling of happiness, building reputation, and gaining cooperation
from knowledge giving. It contained no items assessing financial outcome expectations.
Furthermore, KS researchers have rarely grounded their choice and labeling of rewards in theory
or an established typology. In this study, an initial pool of 22 items was written to assess
expected rewards for knowledge sharing, including financial, affective, and relational types of
rewards. Sample items include, “exchanging knowledge with colleagues will help build
friendships and alliances” and “employees will improve their chance for higher pay or a bonus if
they exchange knowledge with colleagues.” After content validation with SMEs, four items were
removed. The remaining 18 items were adapted into two instruments: 18 items for expected
rewards for knowledge giving (e.g., “giving knowledge to colleagues will help build friendships
and alliances”) and 18 items for expected rewards for knowledge asking (e.g., “asking colleagues
for their knowledge will help build friendships and alliances”). The two instruments were
administered to the study participants on a 6-point scale, ranging from strongly disagree to
strongly agree.
Participants
Sample size recommendations for factor analysis range from absolute minimums (e.g.,
minimum N = 200) to rules of thumb, such as a minimum of six cases per variable (Cattell,
1978). More recently, researchers have recommended that minimum sample size for EFA
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depends on the properties of data, such as the level of communalities and the ratio of the number
of variables to factors. For instance, when there are at least three to five indicators per factor and
communalities are greater than .50, then a sample size of 150 – 200 is adequate. If
communalities are greater than .60, then even smaller sample sizes may be used (Fabrigar &
Wegener, 2012; Worthington & Whittaker, 2006). A recent simulation study has further
suggested that EFA can yield reliable results with small sample sizes (e.g., N = 50) under
conditions where the data show high factor loadings, a small number of factors, and a high
number of variables (de Winter, Dodou, & Wieringa, 2009).
For Study 1, participants were recruited from the University of South Florida (USF)
Psychology Subject Pool (SONA), a system that allows undergraduate students to sign up and
participate in research studies. Participants were required to be currently employed and at least
18 years old. Data were collected from a sample of 305 undergraduate students using Qualtrics.
Sixty-four of the 305 failed the attention check, an item embedded in the survey that instructed
respondents to select a certain answer to a question. Therefore, a sample size of 241 remained.
After inspecting for outliers, 11 cases were excluded from further analyses given that they had a
z-score greater than 3 standard deviations from the mean on any of the scales. The final sample
size for factor analysis was N = 230.
The sample was predominately female (83.5%) with an average age of 21.46 (SD = 5.08)
and a range of 18 to 60 years old. The average job tenure was 1.80 years (SD = 1.62).
Approximately 52.2% of the sample was Caucasian, 17.4% Hispanic, 11.7% African American,
10.9% Asian, 6.1% Other, 1.3% Native Hawaiian or Pacific Islander, and 0.4% Native
American. Of the 230 participants, 39.1% worked between 11 – 20 hours per week, 25.7%
worked between 21 – 30 hours per week, 17.0% worked between 1 – 10 hours per week, 13.0%
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worked between 31 – 40 hours per week, 3.5% worked between 41 – 50 hours per week, 1.3%
worked between 51 – 60 hours per week, and 0.4% worked between 61 – 70 hours per week.
These characteristics are typical of employed student samples, with the majority being female,
Caucasian, and working part-time.
Exploratory factor analysis
Using Mplus, exploratory factor analyses (EFA) with maximum likelihood (ML)
estimation were performed on the data collected from the sample of 230 participants.
Exploratory factor analysis is a useful procedure for determining the number of latent constructs
underlying a set of measured variables. ML offers the advantage of generating fit indices of the
model that can aid in determining the number of factors.
In this study, dimensionality or the number of factors for each scale was inferred from a
convergence of evidence based on five procedures: (1) eigenvalue-greater-than-one decision rule
(2) scree plot based on eigenvalues from reduced correlation matrix (3) parallel analysis (4)
model fit and (5) interpretability (Coovert & McNelis, 1988). An eigenvalue is the amount of
variance explained by a factor. The eigenvalue-greater-than-one decision rule is commonly used
because of its simplicity. Scree plots created from the eigenvalues of the reduced correlation
matrix were used as a second source of information. Scree plots were examined for an “elbow”
or inflection point as indication of the number of factors to retain. Parallel analysis is a procedure
that involves comparing the obtained eigenvalues to the mean eigenvalues from simulated
random data with the same sample size and number of measured variables as the real dataset.
The number of obtained eigenvalues that exceed their random data counterpart suggests the
appropriate number of factors. The obtained eigenvalues can be compared to the 95th percentile
value of each eigenvalue if a stricter decision rule is desired. Next, model fit was examined by
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referencing absolute fit indices (e.g., SRMR, RMSEA) and comparative fit indices (e.g., TLI,
CFI). Absolute fit indices provide model-data correspondence. For instance, root mean square
error of approximation (RMSEA) is an index of model fit that circumvents the issue of
sensitivity to sample size that is an undesired property of the chi-square test of goodness of fit
while simultaneously penalizing a model with extraneous degrees of freedom. An RMSEA
smaller than .05 indicates close fit while values greater than .10 indicate poor fit. Values in
between can be considered acceptable or mediocre fit (Fabrigar & Wegener, 2012; MacCallum,
Browne, & Sugawara, 1996). RMSEA was computed and compared for each model to help
determine the most appropriate model and number of factors. Standardized root mean square
residual (SRMR) values less than .08 are considered good fit (Hu & Bentler, 1999). Each
model’s incremental fit indices, such as TLI and CFI, were also inspected to determine which
model fits the data better. TLI and CFI values greater than or equal to .95 indicate good fit (Hu &
Bentler, 1999). Results from these procedures were taken together rather than each in isolation to
help determine the number of factors. When all procedures agree, there is strong empirical
indication for the identified number of factors but is only useful if the result corresponds to a
meaningful and interpretable solution based on rotated factor loadings. Interpretability is the key
factor to consider. Oblique rotation (geomin) was used to estimate factor correlations, and factor
loadings were examined for an interpretable solution. Items with cross-loadings (> .30) were
considered for deletion because loadings on multiple factors indicate the item may not be a pure
measure of any of those factors and therefore is best deleted when scale construction is the
purpose (Fabrigar & Wegener, 2012). Based on an evaluation of the interpretability and
conceptual sense of the factor loadings, a specific factor solution was concluded to have the best
fit for each scale under development.
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Chapter 3: Study 1 results
Hypothesis 1
Model 1 (32-item). Hypothesis 1 predicted that knowledge sharing behavior is a
multidimensional construct. An EFA with maximum likelihood estimation and geomin (oblique)
rotation was performed on 32 items in Mplus. An oblique rotation was chosen because the
factors were expected to correlate to some degree.
The first goal was to determine the number of factors underlying the scale. Results
revealed that two factors had eigenvalues greater than one. A scree plot showed an “elbow”
between factors 2 and 3, where the first two factors exhibited large eigenvalues. To accumulate
more evidence for the number of factors, parallel analysis was performed. A comparison of the
obtained eigenvalues from the reduced matrix to the random eigenvalues from parallel analysis
showed that only the first two obtained eigenvalues were greater than both the average and 95th
percentile eigenvalues. Next, the rotated 2-factor solution produced an interpretable solution with
16 items strongly loading on factor 1 (at least .79), and another 16 items strongly loading on
factor 2 (at least .72). Factor 1 reflected knowledge giving behavior while factor 2 reflected
knowledge asking behavior (interfactor correlation was .45). The results of these procedures
suggested a 2-factor structure. However, model fit statistics showed that a 2-factor solution
accounted poorly for the correlations among measured variables (RMSEA = .10, CFI = .90, TLI
= .88, SRMR = .03).
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Given that model fit indices were poor for the 2-factor model, and that a 3-factor model
showed items with cross-loadings (>.30), items were considered for removal from the scale. The
items with cross-loadings were removed one at a time and EFA was re-run iteratively, based on
recommendations by Worthington and Whittaker (2006). The following items were removed
sequentially: give advice, provide expertise, impart insights, impart lessons, ask teach
techniques, ask info, inform me, ask expertise, ask explain understanding, explain procedure,
explain know-how, ask procedure, inform know, and request tasks information.
Final model (18-item). After removing these items, an EFA performed on the remaining
18 items resulted in a scree plot and parallel analysis suggesting two factors, acceptable model fit
for the 2-factor solution (RMSEA=.06, CFI=.98, TLI=.97, SRMR=.02), and an interpretable 2factor solution with no cross-loadings greater than .10. Furthermore, a 3-factor solution did not
yield an interpretable factor structure as there were no strong loadings on the third factor. See
Figure 4 for scree plot, Table 4 for model fit statistics, and Table 5 for factor loadings.
Based on the totality of evidence from these procedures, the 18 items were retained as the
final measure of knowledge sharing behavior with two subscales: knowledge giving behavior
and knowledge asking behavior. Nine items with high loadings on factor 1 reflected the behavior
of giving tacit and explicit knowledge to colleagues (α = .96). The other nine items with high
loadings on factor 2 reflected the behavior of soliciting tacit and explicit knowledge from
colleagues (α = .97). Validity evidence was demonstrated by the strong factor loadings (and no
cross-loadings) indicating that each item was strongly related to its intended latent construct.
Furthermore, a moderate interfactor correlation of .44 coupled with acceptable fit statistics for a
2-factor solution, supported the multidimensionality of the test, consistent with the construct’s
definition. The 18-items together demonstrated high internal consistency reliability (α = .96).
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Item-total correlations were between .66 - .79 (greater than .30), and inter-item correlations were
between .28 - .85, indicating that the scale items correlated positively with each other and were
representative of the same domain. In developing and validating a new measurement instrument
for KSB, support was shown for hypothesis 1 that KSB is a multidimensional construct with two
factors reflecting knowledge giving and knowledge asking.
Hypothesis 2
Expected rewards for knowledge giving. Model 1 (18-item). Hypothesis 2 predicted that
rewards is a multidimensional construct. An EFA with maximum likelihood estimation and
geomin (oblique) rotation was performed on 18 items in Mplus. Results revealed two factors
with an eigenvalue greater than one. In conjunction, a scree plot and parallel analysis suggested
retaining two factors. However, model fit indices for the 2-factor solution showed mediocre fit
(RMSEA = .08, CFI = .93, TLI = .90, SRMR = .04). Additionally, the 3-factor solution showed
the following items with cross-loadings which were removed one at a time: assignment, image,
fun, cooperation, popularity, reputation, and productivity.
Expected rewards for knowledge giving. Final model (11-item). After removing the
items, scree plot and parallel analysis still suggested 2 factors. Model fit was much improved
(RMSEA=.05, CFI=.99, TLI=.98, SRMR=.02), with strong factor loadings for eight items on
factor 1 (non-financial rewards), three items on factor 2 (financial rewards), and no substantial
cross-loadings >.10. The eight items with high loadings on factor 1 were interpreted as nonfinancial rewards, including rewards that are affective (e.g., sense of improved confidence) and
relational in nature (e.g., friendships or alliances). The other three items had high loadings on
factor 2 and reflected financial rewards such as higher pay, perks/prizes, and promotion.
Furthermore, the 3-factor solution did not yield an interpretable factor structure as there were no
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strong loadings on the third factor. Based on the evidence from these procedures, 11 items were
retained as the final measure of expected rewards for knowledge giving. Evidence of validity
was shown via the high loadings that items had on their latent construct as well as acceptable fit
statistics for a 2-factor solution (with an interfactor correlation of .52), suggesting that the test is
multidimensional and consistent with the construct’s definition. See Figure 6 for scree plot,
Table 8 for model fit statistics, and Table 9 for factor loadings. The final 8-items for nonfinancial rewards demonstrated adequate internal consistency reliability (α = .91), as did the final
3-items for financial rewards (α = .84). The 11-items together demonstrated high internal
consistency reliability (α = .90), item-total correlations between .52 - .79 (greater than .30), and
inter-item correlations between .22 - .76, suggesting that the items reflected the same construct
domain.
Expected rewards for knowledge asking. Model 1 (18-item). An EFA with maximum
likelihood estimation and geomin (oblique) rotation was performed on 18 items in Mplus.
Results revealed two factors with an eigenvalue greater than one. Similarly, the scree plot and
parallel analysis both suggested retaining two factors. Next, model fit was examined for the 2factor solution revealing poor fit (RMSEA = .11, CFI = .90, TLI = .86, SRMR = .05).
Additionally, the 3-factor solution showed the following items with cross-loadings which were
removed one at a time: popularity, cooperation, image, assignment, reputation, productivity,
accomplishment, reduce error, and fun.
Expected rewards for knowledge asking. Final model (9-item). After removal of these
items, the scree plot and parallel analysis suggested two factors, and the 2-factor model
demonstrated acceptable fit (RMSEA=.06, CFI=.99, TLI=.98, SRMR=.02). There were strong
factor loadings for six items on factor 1 (non-financial rewards) and three items on factor 2
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(financial rewards), with simple structure and no substantial cross-loadings. The six items that
loaded strongly on factor 1 reflected non-financial rewards for soliciting knowledge, including
rewards that are affective (e.g., sense of improved confidence) and relational (e.g., friendships or
alliances). The other three items loaded strongly on a separate factor reflecting financial rewards
for soliciting knowledge, such as higher pay, perks/prizes, and promotion. Lastly, a 3-factor
solution did not yield an interpretable factor structure. Based on the evidence from these
procedures, the nine items were retained as the final measure of expected rewards for knowledge
asking. Evidence of validity was demonstrated via the high factor loadings of items on their
latent construct, acceptable fit statistics for a two-factor solution, and a moderate interfactor
correlation of .49. See Figure 7 for scree plot, Table 10 for model fit statistics, and Table 11 for
factor loadings. The final 6-items for non-financial rewards for knowledge asking behavior
demonstrated adequate internal consistency reliability (α = .92), as did the 3-items for financial
rewards (α = .84). The 9-items together demonstrated adequate reliability (α = .89), item-total
correlations between .56 - .76, and inter-item correlations between .24 - .82, indicating that the
items were representative of the same construct domain.
Overall, these results supported hypothesis 2 that expected rewards is a multidimensional
construct. Results showed both rewards for knowledge giving and rewards for knowledge asking
are multidimensional in nature with two factors: financial rewards and non-financial rewards.
Organizational learning culture
Organizational learning culture. Model 1 (11-item). An EFA with maximum likelihood
estimation and geomin (oblique) rotation was performed on 11 items in Mplus. Results revealed
one factor with an eigenvalue greater than one. The scree plot and parallel analysis also
suggested retaining one factor. Model fit for the 1-factor solution, however, was not acceptable
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(RMSEA = .17, CFI = .86, TLI = .82, SRMR = .06). The 1-factor solution was interpretable with
factor loadings ranging from .74 to .88 for all 11 items. The 2-factor and 3-factor solutions were
not interpretable and showed items with cross-loadings (> .30). Items with cross-loadings were
removed one at a time and EFA with geomin rotation was re-run iteratively. In total, the
following items were removed: performance evaluation, norm, supportive, learning is important,
and value.
Organizational learning culture. Model 1 (6-item). After removing these items, results
from the scree plot and parallel analysis suggested one factor. Model fit for the 1-factor model
was acceptable (RMSEA=.06, CFI=.99, TLI=.98, SRMR=.03). All six items loaded strongly on
a single interpretable factor, demonstrating the unidimensionality of the scale. See Figure 5 for
scree plot, Table 6 for model fit statistics, and Table 7 for factor loadings. The six items were
retained as the final measure of OLC and demonstrated adequate internal consistency reliability
(α = .88), item-total correlations between .53 - .83, and inter-item correlations between .36 - .77,
indicating that the items were representative of the same construct domain.
Interfactor correlations
Evidence of convergent and discriminant validity, respectively, can be obtained if the
indicators of a factor have a strong relationship to their latent construct (i.e., high factor loadings
that do not cross-load) and if the relationship between distinct factors is small to moderate. For
each subscale in this study, the high factor loadings and lack of cross-loadings indicated that the
underlying factor strongly influences its set of items, and those items (which are intended to
measure the same construct) are inter-correlated more strongly than with items measuring a
different construct.
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By nature, factors can be expected to correlate to some degree (hence why oblique
rotation was performed in this study). When two factors are very highly correlated (close to + or
-1), this shows poor discriminant validity (Campbell & Fiske, 1959; Cabrera-Nguyen, 2010,
Widaman, 1985). If the subscales measure conceptually distinct dimensions of KSB and rewards,
then discriminant validity should be evident by small to moderate interfactor correlations. The
interfactor correlations in Study 1 ranged from .44 to .52, evincing discriminant validity. For
instance, knowledge giving and knowledge asking were correlated .44, which is expected
because it is plausible for a person with high knowledge giving behavior to also exhibit high
knowledge asking behavior; some people share knowledge in both ways (giving and asking). The
moderate correlation suggested that the two types of behavior are related and tapping into the
same construct domain (i.e., knowledge sharing behavior), yet because the correlation strength
was not as high as .80, each factor represents a unique aspect of the knowledge sharing construct
domain. Similarly, for expected rewards, non-financial and financial rewards for knowledge
asking correlated .49, while non-financial and financial rewards for knowledge giving correlated
.52. Again, the interfactor correlations were not so high such that the factors are redundant.
Instead, they suggested that each factor represents a correlated yet distinct dimension of rewards.
Overall, Study 1 sought to clarify the factor structure of knowledge sharing behavior and
expected rewards. The results supported the hypothesized multidimensional nature of both
constructs. Additionally, the results provided preliminary validity evidence for new instruments
designed to measure the constructs of knowledge sharing behavior, expected rewards, and
organizational learning culture.
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Chapter 4: Study 2 method
The goal of Study 2 was to use the validated scales to clarify the nature of the
relationship between rewards and knowledge sharing behavior as well as the relationship
between goal orientation and knowledge sharing behavior. This chapter details the steps that
were taken to test hypotheses 3 – 16.
Participants
Participants for Study 2 were obtained in three ways: through the University of South
Florida (USF) Psychology Subject Pool, Amazon Mechanical Turk (MTurk) – a service that
connects researchers to workers who complete surveys, and by emailing department heads of
organizations around the United States to invite them to participate in the study. Publicly
available email addresses of administrative department heads from universities across the U.S.
were compiled, and emails were sent requesting that they forward the study flyer to their
department members for voluntary participation. Any employees interested in participating could
directly access the survey link provided in the study flyer. To be included in the study,
participants must have indicated they are adults currently working in a setting that allows for
interaction or communication with colleagues. Participants were informed about the study
procedure (i.e., completing a set of anonymous surveys online), that their participation is
voluntary, and that their data will be used for research purposes only. Participants from MTurk
were each compensated $1.20 for completing the study.
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Student samples have been criticized for having limited generalizability to the general
working population. Therefore, an effort was made in this study to recruit from multiple sources
to supplement a student sample. Data were collected from 638 employed students from the USF
Subject Pool, 77 employees from organizations around the United States, and 25 MTurk
workers, yielding a total of 740 participants. Of these, 37 cases did not finish the survey, so their
data were excluded. Of the remaining, 134 failed the attention check item so their data were
excluded. The final sample size was N = 569.
The average age of the 569 participants was 24.05 years old (SD = 9.32). Ethnicity of the
sample was 52.7% White, 21.3% Hispanic, 9.8% Asian, 9.7% Black, and 6.5% who selected
other. Participants were 75.7% female, 23.9% male, and 0.4% who selected other. The average
organization tenure was 2.71 years (SD = 4.16). The average career tenure was 3.68 years (SD =
5.98). In a typical work week, 48.3% worked between 15-29 hours per week, 24.3% of the
sample worked between 1-14 hours per week, 21.8% worked between 30-44 hours per week, and
lastly, 5.6% of the sample worked 45 hours or more per week. Participants were sampled across
a variety of occupations, such as sales representatives, office clerks or receptionists, education
administrators, human resources managers, and physical therapists.
One-way ANOVAs were performed to compare the three subsamples on the study
variables. Significant differences were found between (1) the student and field subsamples on
KA behavior (2) the MTurk and field subsamples on KA non-financial rewards (3) the student
and MTurk subsamples on PPO. Pooled within-group correlations, which remove the effects of
group differences in means, were compared to the zero-order correlations. The pattern of
correlations was practically identical to the zero-order correlations presented in Table 13, where
KA and KG were moderately correlated (.51), the four types of rewards were inter-correlated
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(.34 – .77), correlations between rewards and KG were small (.03 – .08), while correlations
between rewards and KA were larger (.14 – .20), LGO correlated with both KG (.16) and KA
(.18), PPO was uncorrelated with KG (-.02) and KA (.05), and PAO was negatively correlated
with both KG (-.26) and KA (-.17). In conclusion, the zero-order correlations did not appear to
have been substantially affected by subsample differences.
Measures
Demographics. Participants were surveyed regarding their age, gender, ethnicity, tenure,
and occupation.
Attention check. One attention check item was embedded within the survey. Participants
were told “as an attention check please select strongly disagree for your answer to this question.”
Survey data from participants who gave a response other than strongly disagree were excluded
from the analyses.
Knowledge sharing behavior (Table 5). The 18-item instrument with two 9-item
subscales reflecting knowledge giving and knowledge asking was used to assess the extent to
which individuals engaged in knowledge sharing behavior. Reliability for the knowledge giving
subscale was α = .97 and reliability for the knowledge asking subscale was α = .97. The
instrument was administered on a 6-point response scale ranging from 1 (never) to 6 (always).
Organizational learning culture (Table 7). The 6-item instrument developed in Study 1
was used to assess individual perception of the degree to which their organization values
employee learning. Reliability was α = .77. The instrument was administered using a 6-point
response scale ranging from 1 (strongly disagree) to 6 (strongly agree).
Expected rewards for knowledge giving (Table 9). The 11-item instrument was used to
measure expected financial (3 items) and non-financial rewards (8 items) for knowledge giving.
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Reliability for the financial rewards subscale was α = .83 and reliability for the non-financial
rewards subscale was α = .86. The instrument was administered using a 6-point response scale
ranging from 1 (strongly disagree) to 6 (strongly agree).
Expected rewards for knowledge asking (Table 11). The 9-item instrument was used to
measure expected financial (3 items) and non-financial rewards (6 items) for knowledge asking.
Reliability for the financial rewards subscale was α = .87 and reliability for non-financial
rewards subscale was α = .86. The instrument was administered on a 6-point response scale
ranging from 1 (strongly disagree) to 6 (strongly agree).
Goal orientation. Vandewalle’s (1997) 13-item instrument for goal orientation developed
specifically for work settings was used to measure learning goal orientation (LGO), performance
avoid orientation (PAO), and performance prove orientation (PPO). Previous studies have
reported acceptable reliability and factor analytic evidence of validity, where factor loadings
exceeded the .60 recommended level and the three-factor model fit the data better than
alternative factor solutions (McKinney, 2003). In this study, the internal consistency reliability
for five LGO items was α = .85, for four PAO items α = .87, and for four PPO items α = .69.
Career stage. To assess individual career stage, four response options were presented to
participants reflecting the exploration, establishment, maintenance, and disengagement stages of
career. Participants were asked to self-identify the option that best reflected them in the present
moment of their career. The four response options were adapted from Flaherty & Pappas’ (2002)
career stage self-selection measure. The authors state that the self-selection method has
advantages over Likert scales, such as resulting in a categorical measure of career stage and
helping to increase response rate due to its short length. Minor changes were made in the
wording of the original items to more clearly reflect each of the four career stages theorized by
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Super (1957) as well as to better suit modern times where having multiple careers is becoming
increasingly common.
A second measure of career stage was included in this study, consisting of Likert-type
rating scale items adapted from Super, Thompson, and Lindeman’s (1988) Adult Career
Concerns Inventory (ACCI) and Perrone, Gordon, Fitch, & Civiletto’s (2003) ACCI-Short Form.
The ACCI assesses career concerns and tasks that reflect the four stages of career development.
The wording of items was slightly modified to be unambiguous and clearly representative of
each career stage’s conceptual definition. Participants were asked to rate their concern with
issues, such as “finding the career I am best suited for” and “establishing trust with my current
employer, colleagues, or clients,” on a scale of 1 (very low concern) to 6 (very high concern).
After scoring the responses, 116 cases had scores indicating more than one career stage as their
highest. Therefore, these cases were excluded, leaving a sample size of N = 453. Reliability for
the three exploration stage items was α = .98, for the four establishment items α = .85, for the
three maintenance items α = .70, and for the three disengagement items α = .90.
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Chapter 5: Study 2 results
Confirmatory factor analysis
To provide validity evidence for the scales developed in Study 1, confirmatory factor
analyses (CFA) were performed in Mplus using Study 2’s sample (N = 569). MacCallum et al.
(1996) established that the minimum sample size for adequate power to test hypotheses of model
fit may be estimated based on the degrees of freedom (df) of a model. Degrees of freedom can be
calculated when the researcher knows the number of free parameters that are to be estimated.
Generally, when df is large, then a moderate sample size can produce an adequately powerful
test of fit. Given the degrees of freedom for the CFA models in this study (reported below and in
Table 27), a sample size of N = 569 was adequate for .80 power. The only exception was for the
1-factor model of OLC, where df = 9, suggesting a sample size of over 750 would be necessary
to achieve .80 power (MacCallum et al., 1996). Two factors were hypothesized for knowledge
sharing behavior (9 items for knowledge giving and 9 items for knowledge asking), with results
indicating acceptable fit (χ2 = 714.69, df = 134, p = .00, RMSEA = .087 [.081, .094], CFI = .95,
TLI = .94, SRMR = .034). A CFA that specified one factor for organizational learning culture (6
items) indicated marginal fit (χ2 = 54.15, df = 9, p = .00, RMSEA = .094 [.071, .119], CFI = .94,
TLI = .91, SRMR = .038). Two factors were hypothesized for knowledge giving rewards (8
items for non-financial and 3 items for financial rewards), with results indicating acceptable fit
(χ2 = 161.23, df = 43, p = .00, RMSEA = .070 [.058, .081], CFI = .95, TLI = .94, SRMR = .036).
Lastly, results demonstrated good fit for a two-factor model for knowledge asking rewards (6
items for non-financial and 3 items for financial rewards), χ2 = 61.27, df = 26, p = .00, RMSEA
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= .049 [.033, .065], CFI = .99, TLI = .98, SRMR = .033. Table 27 presents a summary of these
results.
The interfactor correlations pointed to the same conclusions as those from Study 1. That
is, the interfactor correlations were moderate enough to suggest that the two dimensions of a
construct are related, but they were not as high as .80, therefore suggesting that each they capture
a unique part of the construct domain. More specifically, knowledge giving and asking behaviors
were correlated .53. Non-financial and financial rewards for knowledge asking correlated .46,
while non-financial and financial rewards for knowledge giving correlated .45.
Multiple regression assumptions
Multiple regression (MR) assumes that variables have normal distributions. Substantial
skewness is marked by skewness values greater than or less than one. There was evidence of
skewness for learning goal orientation (-1.01), non-financial rewards for knowledge giving (1.48), and non-financial rewards for knowledge asking (-1.36; see Table 12). These variables
appeared to be negatively skewed. The Q-Q plots for these three variables also suggested that
they were skewed. In regression, however, moderate to substantial departures from normality can
be tolerable (Howell, 2010).
Next, plotting standardized residuals against predicted values did not show evidence of
heteroscedasticity. Multiple regression also assumes that independent variables are not highly
correlated with each other. Multicollinearity may be indicated by variance inflation factor (VIF)
values greater than 10 and tolerance values less than 0.10. In this study, VIF was greater than 10
for performance avoid orientation (PAO; VIF = 17.33) and for its product term with
organizational learning culture (culture x PAO; VIF = 22.82), suggesting multicollinearity. The
two variables were also highly correlated (r = .86, p < .01). Once the interaction term was
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centered, VIF and tolerance values became acceptable. Similarly, VIF was greater than 10 for
performance prove orientation (PPO; VIF = 27.36), non-financial rewards for knowledge giving
(VIF = 11.23), and their product term (VIF = 43.85). However, once the product term (nonfinancial rewards x PPO) was centered, VIF and tolerance values were acceptable.
Lastly, influential outliers were examined using Cook’s Distance. According to Howell
(2010), there is no clear cutoff, but Cook’s D values greater than 1.00 are considered unusual and
should be examined more closely. When knowledge giving and knowledge asking were
regressed on study predictors, Cook’s D values were close to zero and did not suggest unusual or
influential outlier points.
Descriptive statistics
The descriptive statistics for each study variable are presented in Table 12. Scale
reliabilities ranged from .69 to .98 and are presented in Table 13. In general, scales showed
adequate reliability in accordance with the .70 standard for Cronbach’s alpha (Nunnally, 1978).
The only scale with reliability below this standard was performance prove orientation (α = .69).
A correlation matrix of study variables is presented in Table 13. Demographic variables:
age, organization tenure, and career tenure showed significant correlations with knowledge
giving behavior, financial rewards, goal orientations (PAO, PPO) and career stage. Age and
tenure have also been theoretically linked to career stage and commonly used as proxies for
career stage. As such, these variables were included as controls in subsequent MR analyses
described below. It is possible for these variables to explain the relationships among the main
variables of interest. For instance, hypotheses 11 – 14 proposed that goal orientations are
associated with KSB. However, an alternative might be that the relationships are driven by age
or tenure. As suggested by the correlation matrix, individuals high in age/tenure tend to report
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lower PAO while they also tend to report more KSB; as people have longer tenure, they may
grow more comfortable in performance situations at work while also having more experience
and knowledge to share. Thus, age or tenure might account for an observed relationship between
PAO and KSB. MR analyses were performed with and without the inclusion of these control
variables, revealing no impact on the results. Therefore, the observed relationships among this
study’s focal variables were likely not driven spuriously by age and tenure. A summary of this
study’s findings (i.e., hypothesis testing results) is presented in Table 26 and Figure 10.
Hypotheses 3 – 6
The EFA and CFA results reported above demonstrated two types of rewards for
knowledge sharing: financial rewards and non-financial rewards. Hypotheses 3 and 4 proposed
that non-financial types of rewards (e.g., rewarding feelings from knowledge sharing) are
positively related to knowledge giving and knowledge asking behavior. Hypotheses 5 and 6
predicted that financial types of rewards (e.g., pay or promotion) are positively related to
knowledge giving and knowledge asking behavior.
The correlation matrix in Table 13 shows that knowledge asking demonstrated positive
zero-order correlations with both types of rewards. In contrast, knowledge giving was not
significantly correlated with either type of rewards. To further test hypotheses 3 and 5 (i.e.,
rewards are positively related to knowledge giving), hierarchical multiple regression was
performed with knowledge giving as the dependent variable. In step 1 age, organizational tenure,
and career tenure were entered as controls. In step 2 financial rewards and non-financial rewards
were added to the model (see Table 14). The model with rewards was statistically significant in
predicting knowledge giving behavior, R2 = .04, F(5, 563) = 4.96, p < .01. However, adding
rewards did not result in a significant increase in prediction, ΔR2 = .00, p = 27. Additionally, the
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beta coefficient was not significant for financial rewards (β = .02, t(563) = .43, p = .67) nor for
non-financial rewards (β = .06, t(563) = 1.28, p = .20). Therefore, hypotheses 3 and 5 were not
supported. This study did not find support for the relationship between expected rewards and
knowledge giving behavior.
To further test hypotheses 4 and 6 (i.e., rewards are positively related to knowledge
asking), multiple regression was performed with knowledge asking behavior as the dependent
variable. In step 1 age, organizational tenure, and career tenure were entered as controls. In step
2 financial rewards and non-financial rewards were entered (see Table 15). The model was
statistically significant in predicting knowledge asking behavior, R2 = .06, F(5, 563) = 7.08, p <
.01. Adding both rewards to the model resulted in a significant increase in prediction, ΔR2 = .06,
p < .01. The regression coefficient was also significant for both financial rewards (β = .12, t(563)
= 2.61, p < .01) and non-financial rewards (β = .16, t(563) = 3.54, p < .01). Therefore,
hypotheses 4 and 6 were supported. Both financial (e.g., pay, promotion) and non-financial (e.g.,
feeling a sense of satisfaction, fulfillment, friendship) types of rewards were positively related to
knowledge asking behavior. See Table 15 for the regression results.
Hypotheses 7 – 10
Hypothesis 7 predicted that career stage moderates the relationship between financial
rewards and knowledge giving. A regression analysis was performed with knowledge giving as
the dependent variable (see Table 18). In step 1 control variables (age, organizational tenure, and
career tenure) were added. In step 2 financial rewards for knowledge giving and each of the
dummy coded career stages with exploration as the reference group were added. In step 3
interaction terms for financial rewards and each of the dummy coded career stages were added.
Results showed that the full regression model was significant, F(10,558) = 2.84, p < .05, but
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adding interaction terms to the model did not improve prediction ΔR2 = .01, p = .24, and none of
the interaction terms representing slope differences were significant. Next, the same regression
was performed with career stage successively re-coded with establishment, maintenance, and
disengagement as the reference groups. Again, none of the interaction terms were significant,
altogether suggesting that there were no significant differences in slope for any pair of career
stages.
More specifically, the slope for each career stage was: exploration (b = -.00, p = .99),
establishment (b = -.35, p = .31), maintenance (b = .02, p = .95), and disengagement (b = .38, p =
.05). Results indicated the slopes for exploration and establishment were not significantly
different, b = -.35, t(558) = -.88, p = .38. The slopes for exploration and maintenance were not
significantly different, b = .02, t(558) = .06, p = .96. The slopes for exploration and
disengagement were not significantly different, b = .39, t(558) = 1.42, p = .16. The slopes for
establishment and maintenance were not significantly different, b = .37, t(558) = .82, p = .42.
The slopes for establishment and disengagement were not significantly different, b = .73, t(558)
= 1.86, p = .06. Lastly, the slopes for maintenance and disengagement were not significantly
different, b = .37, t(558) = -1.05, p = .30. Together these findings suggested that the relationship
between financial rewards and knowledge giving is not significantly different across the four
career stages, and hypothesis 7 was not supported.
Hypothesis 8 predicted that career stage moderates the relationship between financial
rewards and knowledge asking. A regression analysis was performed with knowledge asking
regressed on control variables, financial rewards, each of the dummy coded career stages with
exploration as the reference group, and the interaction terms for financial rewards with each of
the dummy coded career stages (see Table 19). Results showed that the full regression model
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was significant, F(10,558) = 4.02, p < .01, but adding interaction terms to the model did not
improve prediction, ΔR2 = .00, p = .58. Furthermore, none of the interaction terms representing
slope differences were significant. When career stage was successively re-coded with
establishment, maintenance, and disengagement as the reference group, none of the interaction
terms were significant, indicating there were no significant differences for any pair of slopes.
The slope for each career stage was: exploration (b = .29, p = .13), establishment (b = .45, p =
.17), maintenance (b = .37, p = .19), and disengagement (b = .67, p < .01). More specifically, the
slopes for exploration and establishment were not significantly different, b = .16, t(558) = .43, p
= .67. The slopes for exploration and maintenance were not significantly different, b = .08,
t(558) = .25, p = .81. The slopes for exploration and disengagement were not significantly
different, b = .38, t(558) = 1.38, p = .17. The slopes for establishment and maintenance were not
significantly different, b = -.08, t(558) = -.18, p = .86. The slopes for establishment and
disengagement were not significantly different, b = .22, t(558) = .57, p = .57. Lastly, the slopes
for maintenance and disengagement were not significantly different, b = .30, t(558) = .85, p =
.40. Together these findings suggested that the relationship between financial rewards and
knowledge asking behavior is not significantly different across the four career stages. Hypothesis
8 was not supported.
Hypothesis 9 predicted that career stage moderates the relationship between non-financial
rewards and knowledge giving. A regression analysis was performed with knowledge giving
regressed on control variables, non-financial rewards, each of the dummy coded career stages
with exploration as the reference group, as well as the interaction terms for non-financial rewards
with each of the dummy coded career stages (see Table 20). Results showed that adding
interaction terms to the model significantly improved prediction, ΔR2 = .03, p < .01, F(10,558) =
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4.11, p < .01. Additionally, the regression coefficient for the interaction between non-financial
rewards and dummy 3 was significant, indicating that the slopes for exploration (b = -.11, p =
.38) and disengagement (b = .46, p < .01) were significantly different, b = .57, t(558) = 3.29, p <
.01. When career stage was re-coded with establishment as the reference group, the same
interaction term was significant, indicating that the slopes for establishment (b = -.13, p = .54)
and disengagement (b = .46, p < .01) were significantly different, b = .59, t(558) = 2.40, p < .05.
Lastly, when career stage was re-coded with maintenance as the reference group, the same
interaction term was significant, indicating that the slopes for maintenance (b = -.16, p = .45) and
disengagement (b = .46, p < .01) were significantly different, b = .62, t(558) = 2.52, p < .05.
Altogether, these results suggested that the relationship between non-financial rewards
and knowledge giving is different for disengagement stage compared to the other three career
stages. A scatterplot in Figure 8 shows that the relationship between non-financial rewards and
knowledge giving has a slight negative, although non-significant, trend in exploration (b = -.11,
p = .38), establishment (b = -.13, p = .54), and maintenance (b = -.16, p = .45) career stages. In
comparison, the slope for disengagement stage is positive and statistically significant (b = .46, p
< .01). These results supported the study’s hypothesis that career stage is a moderator of the
relationship between non-financial rewards and knowledge giving, however, not in the theorized
way. Therefore hypothesis 9 was only partially supported.
Hypothesis 10 predicted that career stage moderates the relationship between nonfinancial rewards and knowledge asking. Knowledge asking was regressed on control variables,
non-financial rewards, each of the dummy coded career stages with exploration as the reference
group, and the interaction terms for non-financial rewards and each of the dummy coded career
stages (see Table 21). Results showed that the full regression model was significant, F(10,558) =
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4.98, p < .01, but adding interaction terms to the model did not significantly improve prediction,
ΔR2 = .01, p = .40. Moreover, none of the interaction terms representing slope differences were
significant. When career stage was successively re-coded with establishment and maintenance as
the reference group, none of the interaction terms were significant, indicating that none of the
slopes were significantly different from each other.
The slope for each career stage was: exploration (b = .43, p < .05), establishment (b = .50,
p = .06), maintenance (b = .14, p = .52), and disengagement (b = .58, p < .01). The lack of
significant interaction terms indicated that the slopes were not significantly different across
career stages. Exploration and establishment were not significantly different, b = .07, t(558) =
.21, p = .84. The slopes for exploration and maintenance were not significantly different, b = .29, t(558) = -1.04, p = .30. The slopes for exploration and disengagement were not significantly
different, b = .15, t(558) = .68, p = .50. The slopes for establishment and maintenance were not
significantly different, b = -.36, t(558) = -1.04, p = .30. The slopes for establishment and
disengagement were not significantly different, b = .09, t(558) = .28, p = .78. And lastly, the
slopes for maintenance and disengagement were not significantly different, b = .44, t(558) =
1.71, p = .09. Together these findings suggested that the relationship between non-financial
rewards and knowledge asking behavior is not significantly different across the four career
stages. Hypothesis 10 was not supported.
The same regression analyses were performed with career stage measured using the
Likert-type rating scale adapted from ACCI items. Results using this instrument were generally
the same as the results reported above (when career stage was measured with the self-select
instrument). More specifically, hypothesis 7 was not supported – adding interaction terms did not
significantly improve prediction, ΔR2 = .00, p = .99, and regression coefficients for the
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interaction terms were non-significant suggesting that the relationship between financial rewards
and knowledge giving does not significantly differ across the four career stages when measured
using the Likert instrument (ACCI items). Likewise, hypothesis 8 was not supported –
interaction terms did not significantly add to prediction, ΔR2 = .01, p = .37, and coefficients for
the interaction terms were non-significant, suggesting that the relationship between financial
rewards and knowledge asking does not differ across the four career stages. For hypothesis 9,
exploration and establishment were significantly different from disengagement stage, similar to
the results when career stage was measured using the self-select instrument. The only
dissimilarity in results was that maintenance stage did not reach a statistically significant
difference from disengagement stage, b = .67, t(442) = 1.68, p = .09, when measured using the
Likert scale (ACCI items). However, the pattern of slopes was similar between the Likert
measure and the self-select career stage measure, where the slopes for exploration (b = -.26, p =
.12), establishment (b = -.20, p = .13), and maintenance (b = -.01, p = .99) were non-significant,
while the slope for disengagement was positive and significant (b = .66, p <.01). Lastly, for
hypothesis 10, the interaction terms did not contribute to prediction, ΔR2 = .00, p = .91, and the
regression coefficients for all interaction terms were non-significant, suggesting that the
relationship between non-financial rewards and knowledge asking is not different between any of
the four career stages, similar to the results when career stage was measured using the self-select
instrument (see Tables 22 - 25).
Hypotheses 11 – 14
Hypotheses 11 and 12 predicted that learning goal orientation (LGO) is positively related
to both knowledge giving and knowledge asking, consistent with previous studies that found a
positive relationship between LGO and knowledge sharing (e.g., Kim & Lee, 2013; Lee et al.,
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2015; Matzler & Mueller, 2011). The correlation matrix in Table 13 showed a positive zeroorder correlation between LGO and knowledge giving (r =.16, p < .01) as well as between LGO
and knowledge asking (r = .18, p < .01). MR analysis was performed with controls in step 1,
followed by financial and non-financial rewards in step 2. Adding LGO to the regression model
in step 3 revealed a significant increase in prediction for knowledge giving, ΔR2 = .02, p < .01,
and for knowledge asking, ΔR2 = .01, p < .01. The model explained a significant proportion of
variance in knowledge giving, R2 = .06, F(6,562) = 6.21, p < .01, and in knowledge asking, R2 =
.07, F(6,562) = 7.17, p < .01. Moreover, the regression coefficient for LGO was significant in
predicting knowledge giving (β = .15, t(562) = 3.46, p < .01) and knowledge asking (β = .12,
t(562) = 2.68, p < .01). Therefore hypotheses 11 and 12 were supported. Results are presented in
Table 14 for knowledge giving and Table 15 for knowledge asking.
Hypothesis 13 predicted that performance prove orientation (PPO) exhibits a positive
relationship with knowledge giving. Results did not support this hypothesis (see Tables 14 and
15). First, there was no significant zero-order correlation from PPO to knowledge giving (r = .03, p = .55) or knowledge asking (r = .05, p = .27). Second, adding PPO to the regression did
not produce a significant increase in the prediction of knowledge giving, ΔR2 = .00, p = .23, or
knowledge asking, ΔR2 = .00, p = .44. Third, the regression coefficient was not significant for
knowledge giving (β = -.05, t(561) = -1.21, p = .23) or for knowledge asking (β = -.03, t(561) = .77, p = .44). Moreover, when PPO was the only predictor in the regression model, it remained
non-significant in predicting knowledge giving R2 = .00, F(1,567) = .36, p = .55, where β = -.03,
t(567) = -.60, p = .55. It also remained non-significant in predicting knowledge asking R2 = .00,
F(1,567) = 1.24, p = .27, where β = .05, t(567) = 1.11, p = .27.
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Hypothesis 14 predicted that performance avoid orientation (PAO) exhibits a negative
relationship with knowledge giving. Results supported hypothesis 14 and additionally suggested
a negative relationship with knowledge asking. First, PAO exhibited significant negative zeroorder correlations with both knowledge giving (r = -.26, p < .01) and knowledge asking (r = -.17,
p < .01). Adding PAO to the regression model in step 5 revealed a significant improvement in
prediction for knowledge giving, ΔR2 = .05, p < .01, and a significant improvement in prediction
for knowledge asking, ΔR2 = .03, p < .01. The regression model with PAO in the set of
predictors explained a significant proportion of variance in knowledge giving R2 = .12, F(8,560)
= 9.20, p < .01, and knowledge asking R2 = .11, F(8,560) = 8.19, p < .01. The PAO regression
coefficient was significant for predicting knowledge giving (β = -.25, t(560) = -5.72, p < .01),
and knowledge asking (β = -.20, t(560) = -4.52, p < .01). These results supported the hypothesis
that individuals with a high performance avoid orientation tend to engage in less knowledge
sharing behavior. Together, the findings for hypotheses 11 – 14 indicated that different
dimensions of goal orientation relate differently to knowledge sharing behavior. See Tables 14
and 15 for the analyses.
Hypotheses 15 – 16
This study sought to examine the moderating effect of organizational learning culture on
the relationship between performance avoid orientation (PAO) and knowledge giving behavior.
Hypothesis 15 predicted that PAO would have a weaker relationship with knowledge giving in a
strong organizational learning culture.
First, both PAO (r = .86, p < .01) and organizational learning culture (r = .50, p < .01)
were correlated with their product term. To address multicollinearity, the variables were mean
centered. After centering, the correlations among predictors became non-significant. Next, PAO,
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organizational learning culture, and their centered interaction term were entered into the
regression model to test for moderation (see Table 16). Results showed that the full model with
the interaction term was significant in predicting knowledge giving behavior, R2 = .11, F(6,562)
= 11.47, p < .01 and produced a significant increase in ΔR2 = .01, p < .01. The coefficient for the
interaction term was also significant (β = .11, t(562) = 2.76, p < .01), providing support for the
moderating effect of organizational learning culture.
See Figure 9 for a plot of the moderating effect (i.e., knowledge giving behavior as a
function of PAO for different levels of organizational leaning culture), showing that in a high
organizational learning culture, the relationship between PAO and knowledge giving is weaker
(simple slopes analysis reveals that b = -.28, β = -.13, t(562) = -2.35, p < .05), while in a low
organizational learning culture, the relationship between PAO and knowledge giving is stronger
(simple slopes analysis reveals that b = -.71, β = -.34, t(562) = -6.45, p < .01). Based on these
results, hypothesis 15 was supported.
Hypothesis 16 sought to examine the moderating effect of non-financial rewards on the
relationship between performance prove orientation (PPO) and knowledge giving. Non-financial
rewards, PPO, and the centered interaction term were added to the regression to test for
moderation. See Table 17. The full model with the centered interaction term was significant, R2 =
.05, F(6,562) = 4.52, p < .01, but adding the interaction term did not result in improved
prediction of knowledge giving, ΔR2 = .00, p = .13. Furthermore, the beta coefficient was not
significant for the centered interaction term in predicting knowledge giving (β = -.07, t(562) = 1.53, p = .13). Therefore, the relationship between PPO and knowledge giving was not
moderated by non-financial rewards, and hypothesis 16 was not supported. A summary of the
results for hypotheses 1 – 16 is presented in Table 26.
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Chapter 6: Discussion
Summary and implications
To contribute to extant knowledge sharing literature, the purpose of this work was twofold. Firstly, to develop adequate scales for knowledge sharing behavior (KSB), rewards, and
organizational learning culture (OLC). Secondly, to use these scales in testing relationships
among the constructs as well as moderators to those relationships. To summarize, I hypothesized
that KSB and rewards are multidimensional constructs, with each dimension of rewards
exhibiting a relationship with each dimension of KSB. I also hypothesized that the relationships
between rewards and KSB are moderated by individual career stage. Next, I proposed that the
three dimensions of goal orientation (LGO, PPO, PAO) exhibit different relationships with KSB.
Following person-situation interaction theory, I further proposed that goal orientation
relationships are moderated by contextual factors, such as organizational learning culture and
rewards. Study hypotheses are presented in Table 26 and Figure 2. What follows is a summary of
the findings, a discussion of their implications, and suggestions for future research.
This study yielded support for KSB as a multidimensional construct with two factors
reflecting knowledge giving behavior (KG) and knowledge asking behavior (KA). Acceptable fit
indices and the interpretability of this 2-factor solution were demonstrated with EFA and crossvalidated in a second sample using CFA. The 2-factor structure is consistent with the conceptual
definition of KSB referenced across the literature as the process of both acquiring and providing
knowledge. The high factor loadings in each subscale indicate that the items are inter-correlated
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and strongly influenced by a common underlying factor. The moderate interfactor correlation
between knowledge giving and knowledge asking indicates the multidimensionality of the
knowledge sharing behavior scale. As expected, asking and giving are distinct yet correlated
knowledge sharing behaviors and should be measured with separate subscales. An individual
may rate highly on one behavior and lowly on the other behavior, or rate highly on both. In
contrast, the sharing of tacit (e.g., advice, insight, understanding) and explicit (e.g., information,
facts, procedures) forms of knowledge do not appear as separate dimensions of knowledge
sharing behavior.
Altogether, the results demonstrate factor structure stability and provide preliminary
validity evidence for the scale as an operationalization of knowledge sharing behavior. Future
studies should follow up with a confirmatory factor analyses approach to multitrait-multimethod
(MTMM) data in order to examine convergent and discriminant evidence in more depth (e.g.,
Widaman, 1985). Researchers have claimed the importance of informal learning and KSB in
organizations. However, empirical research on the topic of knowledge sharing has lagged behind
practice and is fractured with inconsistent operationalizations. The provision of a reliable and
validated knowledge sharing behavior instrument can allow researchers to build empirical
support for its impact in organizations and investigate ways to promote KSB among employees.
For example, researchers may use this instrument to evaluate whether knowledge sharing (as a
form of informal learning) increments over formal training in predicting employee learning and
transfer.
Next, this study provides a measurement instrument with good psychometric properties
for rewards. In past literature, rewards for knowledge sharing have commonly been categorized
as intrinsic or extrinsic, without much empirical backing. Based on a literature review of the
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types of rewards that have been studied, it was hypothesized that affective, social, and financial
rewards would emerge as three distinct dimensions of expected rewards.
EFA results supported the multidimensional nature of the construct; however, instead of
three factors, only two factors were found to fit the data, with one factor reflecting financial
rewards and the other factor reflecting non-financial rewards. CFA with a second sample further
showed the stability of this 2-factor structure. These results contribute several insights.
First, this study provides validity evidence for measuring expected rewards with two
subscales. Factor analysis confirmed that a latent structure with two factors (financial and nonfinancial) fits the data well, based on goodness of fit standards, high factor loadings, and
moderate interfactor correlations. This factor structure bears some resemblance to Herzberg’s
(1959) two-factor motivator-hygiene theory. According to this theory, one factor consists of
“motivators” (e.g., achievement, recognition, personal growth) that promote higher job
satisfaction and subsequent job performance, while a second factor consisting of “hygienes”
(e.g., salary, benefits, job security) minimize or lead to lower job dissatisfaction. In this study,
financial rewards (e.g., pay, promotion, perks) may be similar to “hygienes,” and non-financial
rewards (e.g., sense of achievement, fulfillment, reduce errors and confidence) may overlap with
“motivators”. However, the present study does not speak to the motivator-hygiene theory’s tenets
regarding job satisfaction and dissatisfaction as two separate constructs nor the notion that
“hygienes” only affect dissatisfaction (without exerting any influence on satisfaction). Current
conceptualizations of job satisfaction and dissatisfaction view them as opposite ends of a single
continuum (Judge & Kammeyer-Muller, 2012). Furthermore, the results from this study do not
show support for the intrinsic-extrinsic distinction of rewards that has been proposed in past
knowledge sharing studies and some interpretations of Herzberg’s (1959) theory. While the non-
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financial rewards factor consisted of conceptually intrinsic indicators, such as satisfaction,
fulfillment, and sense of achievement (i.e., the behavior itself provides rewarding feelings), it
was also reflected by conceptually extrinsic items, such as friendship/alliances, reciprocal
behavior from colleagues, and reducing errors at work (i.e., a rewarding outcome of the behavior
apart from the behavior itself). Therefore, the nature of the latent construct driving correlations
among these variables cannot be labeled as intrinsic or extrinsic. This has implications for how
researchers should continue to examine rewards in the context of knowledge sharing. As
demonstrated by this study, a financial versus non-financial distinction of rewards may be more
appropriate.
The results from this study further inform our understanding of the rewards construct by
showing that social rewards overlap with other dimensions of rewards. The majority of SMEs
(71%) categorized items such as gaining respect, praise, and recognition from peers as social
rewards. However, other SMEs felt the items shared overlap with affective rewards and financial
rewards. EFA results mirrored this, where conceptually social rewards (popularity, cooperation,
image, reputation) did not strongly load on a separate factor. Instead they exhibited crossloadings on the factor with mostly affective items (e.g., sense of achievement, sense of
fulfillment, sense of satisfaction) and the factor reflecting financial rewards (e.g., pay,
promotion, prizes). These cross-loadings suggested the items were not pure indicators of a
distinct dimension of rewards and therefore were not included in the final measurement
instrument.
Overall, these findings contribute to our understanding of KSB as comprised of two
distinct yet related behaviors, knowledge giving and knowledge asking. This study also
contributes by uncovering two distinct dimensions of rewards for knowledge sharing, financial
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and non-financial. Past studies have used inconsistent operationalizations for both knowledge
sharing behavior and rewards. This study clarifies the number and nature of underlying
constructs as well as provides new instruments to measure these constructs with evidence of
reliability and validity. Researchers can continue to use these scales to move towards building a
cohesive framework for KSB with consistent operationalizations. Future studies can use the KSB
scale to further examine the construct’s nomological network by testing theoretically related
antecedents and outcomes of knowledge giving and knowledge asking behavior.
The next set of hypotheses focused on clarifying the nature of the reward-knowledge
sharing relationship proposed in previous literature. Rewards warrant closer investigation
because they are commonly used as incentives for increasing behavior, but empirical research
has produced mixed findings regarding their motivating effects on knowledge sharing behavior.
Mixed findings in the literature may be due to various reasons, such as inconsistent
operationalizations of the predictor (rewards) and the criterion (KSB), methodological issues
such as low statistical power in studies reporting no relationship, or effects of moderator
variables. Competing theories have also been put forth, such as the undermining effect, where
rewards are claimed to undermine motivation and lead to lower performance.
Several studies have reported a positive relationship between rewards and knowledge
sharing behavior (e.g., Cabrera et al., 2006; Kankanhalli et al., 2005; Liu & Fang, 2010).
However, these studies used problematic measures. For instance, Cabrera et al. (2006) and Liu &
Fang (2010) analyzed knowledge asking and knowledge giving collectively as one dependent
variable. Kankanhalli et al. (2005) assessed frequency of electronic knowledge repository usage
as their dependent variable. Based on the methodology of these studies, it is impossible to
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conclude whether the observed relationship from rewards was with knowledge asking or with
knowledge giving.
The present study used subscales for each dimension of constructs and found that rewards
do not predict both types of knowledge sharing behavior. More specifically, the results of this
study supported the hypotheses that non-financial and financial rewards predict knowledge
asking. However, no significant relationship from either type of reward was found with
knowledge giving. This study’s examination of knowledge sharing as two distinct behaviors
indicates they may have different antecedents and might offer an explanation for the mixed
findings that have been reported in previous literature regarding the relationship between rewards
and KSB. At the least, this study shows that separately measuring components of knowledge
sharing behavior can give us a clearer picture of the relationship. The interfactor correlation
between KG and KA was moderate (.53), suggesting that they are distinct aspects of the same
construct. The finding that they are not predicted by the same antecedents also lends support to
the discriminant validity of the two dimensions. As demonstrated, the stronger the belief that
asking for knowledge increases the likelihood of receiving a promotion, pay raise/bonus,
improving their confidence and sense of accomplishment, the more likely individuals are to
engage in that behavior (i.e., ask colleagues for their knowledge). Conversely, rewards might not
be a predictor of knowledge giving behavior.
A possible explanation for the differential effect of rewards on KG and KA is that
knowledge asking is motivated by personal gain, such as rewards to elevate one’s position,
whereas knowledge giving is more altruistic in nature and less motivated by personal gain.
Asking for knowledge is more likely to be driven by self-interest. In contrast, giving knowledge
to others is more driven by an unselfish desire to help others. Future studies should examine how
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KSB fits into the broader organizational citizenship behavior (OCB) framework. If knowledge
giving is part of OCB, then it should exhibit the same pattern of relationships that have been
demonstrated in the OCB literature. For instance, it should correlate positively with job
satisfaction and leadership behaviors, while it should correlate negatively with negative
affectivity (Organ & Ryan, 1995). Factor analysis may also be used to examine the latent
constructs underlying a set of OCB and KSB items.
Other notable differences between my study and previous studies’ methodology may
offer an explanation for the difference in results (i.e., previous studies reporting a relationship
between rewards and KSB while my study did not find a relationship between rewards and
knowledge giving). For instance, the sample demographics of studies reporting a significant
relationship between rewards and KSB were substantially different from the sample
characteristics of the present study. For instance, Cabrera et al. (2006) examined predominately
(66%) male Spanish information technology workers, and Kankanhalli et al. (2005) used a
sample of predominately (57%) male Singaporean knowledge management practitioners. In the
present study, the sample consisted of workers in the United States, predominately female (76%),
Caucasian (53%), and employed across a variety of occupations. There may be cultural
differences (e.g., collectivistic versus individualistic cultures) in how strongly rewards are
motivating for work behaviors (Witherspoon et al., 2013). Additional analyses with the present
study’s data suggested that gender may possibly be a moderator of the effect of financial rewards
on knowledge giving behavior (ΔR2 = .01, p < .05, β interaction term = -.51, t(563) = -2.39, p < .05),
where a stronger relationship existed for males. These results underscore the importance of
replicating these relationships across diverse samples and investigating the potential moderating
roles of gender and culture in future studies.
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Overall, this study helps to clarify our current understanding of rewards and knowledge
sharing. Researchers stand divided on the motivational effect of rewards. They have been used in
practice under the assumption that they are incentivizing, but some researchers have claimed that
rewards can undermine motivation. A closer look provided by the present investigation reveals
that rewards may only motivate the knowledge asking dimension of KSB. The existence of a
relationship between rewards and KA has implications for practice. To foster informal learning,
organizations can leverage performance management practices (e.g., promotions, salary, perks
and prizes) to increase knowledge asking behavior in employees. They may also find ways to
strengthen employees’ belief that asking for knowledge will lead to a stronger sense of
fulfillment, achievement, friendship, and reciprocity. In terms of promoting knowledge giving
behavior, increasing rewards may not directly lead to an improvement. In order to draw more
confident conclusions for theory and practice, future studies should give further attention to the
null finding between rewards and knowledge giving behavior. More research is needed to
examine whether this pattern of results replicates and if so, why this pattern exists. As more
primary studies examine the relationships between dimensions of rewards and dimensions of
KSB (perhaps using the scales developed from this study), a meta-analysis should be conducted.
Next, the present study demonstrated that the motivational value of non-financial rewards
can depend on individual career stage. Career stage was found to moderate the relationship
between non-financial rewards and knowledge giving behavior, but not in the hypothesized
manner. It was hypothesized that individuals in the establishment career stage value nonfinancial rewards more than individuals in exploration and disengagement career stages. In
theory, the motivational (VIE) value of rewards should be highest in the establishment stage. The
data from this study, however, did not support this theoretical argument. The results revealed a
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moderating effect of career stage; however, the relationship was positive and significant for the
disengagement career stage while much weaker and non-significant in the exploration,
establishment, and maintenance career stages.
It appears that individuals who are planning to reduce their involvement and leave their
current field of work to pursue other interests (i.e., individuals in the disengagement stage) are
more likely to give their knowledge to colleagues as non-financial rewards increase (e.g., sense
of satisfaction, accomplishment, and fulfillment, building friendships and alliances, reducing
errors at work). This finding implies that non-financial rewards are more salient to individuals in
the disengagement stage. Drawing on the robust finding that job satisfaction is negatively
associated with turnover (Tett & Meyer, 1993), it is plausible that individuals in the
disengagement stage (i.e., those who are planning to turnover) feel low job satisfaction and as a
result are particularly eager for non-financial rewards, such as a sense of achievement,
satisfaction, and fulfillment from their work. When the workplace offers these rewards as a
consequence for knowledge giving, these individuals are more motivated to perform. For
individuals in the other career stages, this study does not show strong evidence for a relationship
between rewards and knowledge giving behavior.
The observed moderating effect offers some evidence that career stage plays a role in the
relationship between rewards and KSB and that it is a worthy variable for investigation.
However, what has been theorized about the desires and career concerns of individuals in the
disengagement stage may not hold true with regard to KSB. Despite planning to depart an
organization, disengagement individuals may not be completely unconcerned with rewards.
"Valence" of non-financial rewards may be high in the disengagement stage rather than low,
counter to what was originally theorized.
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Another possibility for this pattern of effects has to do with measurement. Compared to
other career development theories, the advantage of Super's (1957) career stage theory is its
applicability to modern workers who start second or third careers. However, this may have
caused contamination issues with the measurement of disengagement stage. Individuals who are
retiring from work and individuals who are leaving one job for another are both theoretically in
the disengagement stage. However, it is possible for individuals who are retiring from work to
exhibit a different response pattern compared to those who are leaving one organization to
pursue a different job or career. While the former of the two may not place great value on
organizational rewards as they exit the working world, the latter may still desire rewards, such as
sense of fulfillment or building friendships and alliances, particularly if they are leaving one job
for another due to low job satisfaction. The self-select and Likert measures of disengagement
stage used in this study did not distinguish between retirement individuals and individuals
pursuing a new career. Future studies might seek to tease apart the relationship for different types
of disengagement stage individuals. More research on this topic can further test the applicability
of career stage theory and expectancy (VIE) theory in explaining when rewards are motivating
for KSB.
Next, the present study showed support for the relationship between LGO and knowledge
sharing behavior, consistent with past literature. It further demonstrated the incremental validity
over rewards and that LGO is predictive of both knowledge asking and knowledge giving,
although the relationship between LGO and knowledge asking became non-significant with the
inclusion of PAO as a predictor.
These results substantiate the claim that individuals who have a high focus on learning or
mastery are more likely to give their knowledge to others and ask to learn knowledge from
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others. Learning goal-oriented individuals value the process of learning itself and therefore are
likely intrinsically motivated to share knowledge. The tendency for these types of individuals to
strive and set standards for self-improvement may further explain the association with not just
knowledge asking but also with knowledge giving behavior. Teaching or giving knowledge to a
colleague can be a method to assess one’s own level of development (i.e., it is a type of
metacognition, which refers to the self-monitoring, planning, and revising of goal-oriented
behavior in self-directed learning). Past research has suggested a link between LGO and metacognition (e.g., Delahaij & van Dam, 2015; Sujan, Weitz, & Kumar, 1994).
This study also sheds light on two other dimensions of goal orientation that have not been
separately examined in relation to KSB before. The first of these dimensions is PPO, which did
not demonstrate a relationship with knowledge giving nor with knowledge asking. Furthermore,
there was no support for the hypothesis that non-financial rewards moderate the relationship
between PPO and knowledge giving. It was theorized that PPO individuals are motivated by
gaining favorable judgements from others and would use knowledge giving as a medium for
displaying their competence, but the data from this study did not support this rationale. Perhaps
PPO individuals do not use KSB as a way to show off their competence. Even in the presence of
high non-financial rewards (e.g., improved confidence, sense of accomplishment,
friendship/alliances, reciprocal behavior from colleagues), PPO individuals are not more likely to
give knowledge. One possible reason for this null finding is methodological. Strong PPO
individuals are in theory motivated by social recognition of their competence (e.g., praise),
which was not captured by the non-financial rewards subscale in this study. Moreover,
researchers have put forth that PPO individuals are motivated by social comparison and are
inherently competitive against others (e.g., Dietz, van Kippenberg, Hirst, & Restubog, 2015).
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While this can have a motivating influence on performance, it may not have the same effect on
KSB. For instance, if knowledge giving behavior is conceptualized as an altruistic behavior,
rather than as a way to show off competence, then a relationship would not be expected.
Furthermore, withholding knowledge rather than sharing knowledge with others may be more
compatible with the goals of a competitive person.
The present study did find a negative relationship between PAO and both knowledge
giving and asking, where individuals more avoidant of performance situations were less likely to
engage in knowledge sharing behavior. PAO also demonstrated incremental validity over
rewards in predicting knowledge asking behavior. These results support the notion that PAO
individuals abstain from performance situations they find threatening to the appearance of their
competence. Both the act of asking and giving knowledge can reveal what they don’t know and
lead to unfavorable judgments about their competence. Past studies have shown a negative
relationship between performance goal orientation and knowledge sharing. The present study
suggests this relationship may be driven primarily by PAO rather than PPO.
In sum, this study shows LGO, PPO, and PAO exhibit differential relationships with
KSB, providing support for the three factors of goal orientation proposed by Vandewalle (1997)
and the interpretation of performance goal orientation as consisting of two separate dimensions:
prove and avoid. Second, this study shows that KSB is goal-directed. The way in which
individuals interpret and respond to achievement or performance situations guides the extent of
their KSB. These results have implications for practice. Organizations that value employee
informal learning can use selection procedures to capitalize on the influence of LGO on KSB.
Candidates may be selected using a measure of LGO or using more conventional personality
testing. Past research has demonstrated that most of the Big Five personality traits are positively
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associated with LGO and negatively associated with PAO (Payne et al., 2007). Future research
may investigate whether goal orientations add to the prediction of informal learning over and
above personality.
Third, the results from this study contribute to a growing body of research on goal
orientations. The pattern of relationships observed in this study between goal orientation
dimensions and KSB is consistent with research on learning. Meta-analysis has shown that LGO
is positively related to learning, PAO is negatively related to learning, and PPO is unrelated to
learning (Payne et al., 2007). Future research should continue building the nomological network
for goal orientations (LGO, PAO, and PPO) by examining differential relationships with
outcome variables. In particular, limited studies have examined the relationship between PAO
and job performance. An interesting research question is whether the same pattern of
relationships observed in this study with KSB and past studies with learning will be observed
with job performance.
Another direction for meaningfully extending this area of research is to examine the
mediating mechanisms for these differential relationships. Models of goal orientation depict
proximal outcomes of goal orientation that in turn lead to distal performance outcomes (e.g.,
Payne et al., 2007). Accordingly, mediating variables, such as state affect or emotions, should be
tested to see how goal orientations affect KSB through emotions. For instance, LGO might be
proximally related to enjoyment while PAO might be proximally related to anxiety which in turn
predict KSB. This will provide an explanation for the relationships observed between goal
orientations and KSB.
The final contribution of this study lies in demonstrating the moderating effect of
organizational learning culture on the relationship between PAO and knowledge giving. As
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hypothesized, PAO had a stronger influence on knowledge giving in a low organizational
learning culture. In a high organizational learning culture, the relationship was still significant
and negative, but the magnitude of the relationship was weaker. Strong situations can place
pressure on individuals to behave in a certain way despite their personality characteristics. As
shown in this study, PAO individuals were more inclined to engage in knowledge giving when
there was a learning culture that was strong. This provides some support for the theory that a
strong situation (e.g., high organizational learning culture) can constrain the expression of
personality, while a weak situation can allow for more unconstrained expression of personality
through behavior (Mischel, 1977). Although the direction of the relationship did not change in a
high organizational learning culture, the strength of PAO’s negative influence on knowledge
giving was attenuated. This study answered the call of Cooper & Withey (2009) to empirically
test the moderating strength of the situation and contribute evidence in support of the situational
variability of organizational behavior. Furthermore, this result suggests that there are steps
organizational leaders can take to implement and help promote informal learning. For instance, a
value placed on employee learning that is evident in a company’s policies and practices may help
encourage PAO individuals to increase knowledge giving behavior. Lastly, the observed
interaction effect indicates that the person-situation interaction framework may serve as an
appropriate approach to organizing research on KSB antecedents. Future studies might continue
this study’s goal of examining not just the basic relationships between antecedents and KSB but
also the complex interactive relationships that may exist in this domain.
Limitations
A number of limitations to this work should be acknowledged. First, observed
relationships among constructs generally depend on the quality of measurement. Precautionary
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steps were taken to develop measurement instruments with good psychometric properties in
terms of reliability and evidence of validity based on item content and factor structure. For
instance, a point was made to develop sufficient items to adequately cover the construct domain
(e.g., both tacit and explicit forms of knowledge were written for knowledge sharing behavior
items), and factor analysis was utilized to select items with clean and strong factor loadings.
Although EFA results in Study 1 showed acceptable fit, the CFA results in Study 2 with a second
sample demonstrated only marginal fit for the organizational learning culture instrument (90%
CI for RMSEA was .071, .119) and marginal fit for the 2-factor knowledge sharing behavior
instrument (90% CI for RMSEA was .081, .094). These results suggest that the models only
marginally fit the data, rather than being a close fit to the data. The items used to represent OLC
and KSB could be improved. In cases where existing scales were used, they were selected
because previous studies reported high reliability and factor analytic support. For instance,
Vandewalle’s (1997) goal orientation measure is an established scale frequently used in
organizational research. However, in this study, the measure of PPO did not show strong internal
consistency reliability (α = .69). Low reliability suggests that the instrument was not an adequate
measure of the construct and prevents the ability to confidently draw conclusions from the results
obtained with this measure.
Next, the use of a predominately student sample has limitations. The goal was to obtain a
sample of participants representative of the general working population. Therefore, steps were
taken to recruit participation from sources beyond university students, although they ultimately
still made up the majority (85%) of the sample. Student samples have been criticized for being
primarily Western, highly educated, industrialized, rich, and democratic (“WEIRD”).
Additionally, the majority of both samples were female, limiting their generalizability to
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populations outside of these demographics (Henrich et al., 2010; Landers & Behrend, 2015).
Results from a predominately student sample may not generalize to the overall working
population. Future studies may seek to replicate these findings with more diverse samples,
particularly with regard to gender, nationality, level of education and tenure.
In the present study, self-identified career stage demonstrated variability in responses
(exploration stage n = 225, establishment stage n = 86, maintenance stage n = 96, and
disengagement stage n = 162), giving some indication of the representativeness of the sample.
Although a predominately student sample was used, the generalizability of this study’s results
may be indicated in several ways. First, LGO was positively related to KSB, which is consistent
with results found in non-student samples (e.g., the same result was reported in a sample of 418
hotel employees; Kim & Lee, 2013). Second, the factor structures derived in this study showed
evidence of stability across samples. For instance, the expected cross-validation index (ECVI) of
the final models in Study 1 suggest that they have a better likelihood of replication in other
samples than alternative factor structures, and cross-validation of the final models using a second
sample (Study 2) showed acceptable fit for knowledge giving rewards, knowledge asking
rewards, knowledge sharing behavior, and at least marginal fit for the 1-factor model of
organizational learning culture.
A third limitation is the use of a cross-sectional correlational design. Data on the
measures were collected from individuals at the same point in time and no variables were
experimentally manipulated. A cross-sectional study has advantages in the efficiency of data
collection (e.g., less issue with attrition) and provides information on the relationships among
variables and at the present point in time. The limitation of such a design is that it does not allow
for claims of causality. This study has only shown an association between the variables of
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interest. Although it is theoretically plausible for the person and contextual variables in this study
to influence knowledge sharing behavior, an experimental research design with better control for
threats to internal validity is necessary to infer that one is a consequence of another. The present
study can be used as a springboard for future research, serving as a guide for experimental or
longitudinal studies. Establishing temporal precedence and ruling out plausible alternatives
through a controlled experiment can provide a stronger basis for inferring the direction of effects
(Highhouse, 2009; Shadish, Cook, & Campbell, 2002).
A fourth limitation is with regard to the self-report measures used in this study. Selfreport is appropriate for assessing people’s attitudes and feelings, such as one’s level of concern
regarding career tasks and one’s attitude toward performance situations. However, an inherent
issue with self-reports is the possibility for respondents to be inaccurate in their reporting due to
inaccuracies in memory, perceptions, or biases. This would manifest as a source of measurement
error which could affect reliability and results. Therefore, self-report may not be the most
effective measure of actual behavior.
Moreover, researchers often raise the concern of common method bias with single source
(e.g., all self-report) measures. It is assumed that using the same method inflates correlations;
however, this is not automatically the case. In situations where two self-report measures share a
common source of bias, such as social desirability responding, then an inflated correlation may
occur. Some self-report measures used in this study were subject to potential social desirability
responding, which is the tendency for respondents to answer in a way that they feel will be
perceived favorably by others. For instance, some respondents may have been reluctant to admit
that they don’t help colleagues when presented with the opportunity to do so, resulting in a score
for KSB that is higher than their true score. Respondents may have also presented themselves
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more positively on the goal orientation measures, depicting themselves as someone who strives
to learn and doesn’t mind failure. This may be particularly true for students because a desire to
learn is expected in academia. Efforts were made in the design and execution of this study to
reduce the incidence of social desirability responding, such as instructing participants to answer
honestly, explaining their contribution to science, and assuring participants that survey responses
will be used for research purposes only without affecting their job.
Using multi-source measures rather than single-source self-reports may better mitigate
concerns of potential social desirability and inflated correlations. They may also serve as a more
objective measure of KSB than self-report. Therefore, future studies can measure KSB with peer
or supervisor ratings and examine any differences in results with the use of these sources. They
may also measure social desirability to check the extent of its effect on participants’ responses.
Lastly, organizational leaning culture was measured at the individual level, as an
individual perception of how much one’s organization values or promotes employee learning.
Future studies may sample from multiple organizations and use an aggregated group-level
measure of OLC coupled with multilevel modeling (HLM) to examine the cross-level
moderating effect of "actual" culture (as opposed to individual perception of culture) on the
relationship between goal orientation and KSB.
Conclusion
In summary, this work sought to refine the measurement of rewards and knowledge
sharing behavior as well as clarify the relationship between the two constructs. New
measurement instruments were developed for rewards, knowledge sharing behavior, and
organizational learning culture. Evidence of validity for the instruments as operationalizations of
these constructs was demonstrated through content validation and factor analytic procedures.
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Stable factor solutions demonstrated the multidimensionality of rewards and knowledge sharing
behavior, contributing to our understanding of these constructs and informing us of how we
should approach their measurement in future investigations. A closer look provided by this study
suggests that financial and non-financial types of rewards are incentivizing for knowledge asking
behavior but perhaps not for knowledge giving behavior.
Secondly, this work sought to address a gap in the literature by examining the
relationship between separate goal orientation dimensions and knowledge sharing behavior.
Support for the distinctiveness of the three dimensions was found by showing that all three goal
orientations exhibit differential relationships with knowledge sharing behavior. One unexpected
finding was no significant relationship between performance prove orientation and knowledge
sharing behavior. Subsequent studies should further investigate evidence for a relationship and
integrate new findings with past research showing that PPO tends to have a positive influence on
job performance, while no relationship has been observed with learning performance (Payne et
al., 2007).
Drawing on a person-situation interaction approach, this work sought to extend the
knowledge sharing literature by testing two new variables, career stage and organizational
learning culture, as moderators to the relationship between rewards and knowledge sharing
behavior. The results indicate that the motivational value of rewards can depend on individual
career stage. It was found that individuals in the disengagement stage, who are either planning to
retire or planning to leave their current career for another, tend to value non-financial rewards for
knowledge giving the most. Additionally, organizational learning culture can moderate the
relationship between PAO and knowledge giving, where a strong organizational learning culture
can reduce the negative influence of PAO on knowledge giving behavior. These results support
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the theory that person characteristics interact with contextual characteristics to influence
organizational behavior. Moreover, a strong situation can constrain the expression of personality
and place pressure on an individual to behave a certain way.
In sum, this work offers new measurement instruments and an appropriate organizing
framework for guiding future research on knowledge sharing behavior. It also prompts
interesting research questions and directions for future inquiry. With a better understanding of
the dimensionality of constructs and their differential relationships, researchers may begin to
build a comprehensive model of knowledge sharing behavior and antecedents. From tests of this
model, we can move towards informing practitioners of how to promote knowledge sharing
behavior among employees and contribute to informal learning in organizations.
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Tables
Table 1. Previous studies investigating rewards and knowledge sharing
Authors

Variables and Operationalizations

Knowledge Sharing Orientation
Wah et al. (2007) Reward incentives (extent to which KS is recognized
through rewards and incentives)
Knowledge Sharing Attitude
Behnke (2010)** Extrinsic organizational rewards (promotion, better work
assignment, financial incentives)
Behnke (2010)** Intrinsic organizational rewards (praise and recognition)
Bock & Kim
Expected extrinsic rewards
(2002)
Kwok & Gao
Extrinsic motivation (willingness to share if receive
(2005)
monetary rewards, avoid punishment, or build reputation)
Knowledge Sharing Intention
Behnke (2010)** Extrinsic organizational rewards (promotion, better work
assignment, financial incentives)
Behnke (2010)** Intrinsic organizational rewards (praise and recognition)
Choi et al.
(2008)
Choi et al.
(2008)
Witherspoon et
al. (2013)*

Extrinsic rewards (monetary incentives, bonuses, promotion)
Intrinsic rewards (praise, public recognition, seen as an
expert)
Rewards: pay/promotion

Rewards: reciprocity
Witherspoon et
al. (2013)*
Wolfe & Loraas
(2008)

Intrinsic motivation (enjoy helping others through KS)

Monetary and nonmonetary incentives perceived as
sufficient (cash raises/bonuses and formal recognition from
organization and peers)
Knowledge Sharing Willingness
Liu & Fang
External motivation (hygiene factors, reputation, and mutual
(2010)
benefits)
Liu & Fang
Internal motivation (altruistic dimension of OCB scale)
(2010)
Knowledge Sharing Behavior
Behnke (2010)** Intrinsic organizational rewards (praise and recognition)
Cabrera et al.
(2006)

Extrinsic rewards (promotion, gaining visibility, getting
assigned interesting tasks)
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Findings
Positive relationship
r = .69, p < .01
No relationship
β = -.02 ns
Positive relationship
β = .13, p < .05
Negative relationship
β = -.124, p < .01
No relationship
β = -.117 ns
No relationship
β = .07 ns
No relationship
β = .03 ns
Positive relationship
β = .16, p < .05
Positive relationship
β = .32, p < .01
Positive relationship
r = .11, p < .01
Positive relationship
r = .36, p < .01
Positive relationship
r = .39, p < .01
Positive relationship
β = .285, p < .05

No relationship
β = -.065 ns
Positive relationship
β = .497, p < .01
No relationship
β = .09 ns
Positive relationship
r = .17, p < .01

Table 1 (continued). Previous studies investigating rewards and knowledge sharing
Cabrera et al.
(2006)
Chiu, Hsu &
Wang (2006)

Kankanhalli, et
al., (2005)

Kankanhalli et
al. (2005)
Liu & Fang
(2010)
Liu & Fang
(2010)
Ozlati (2015)
Ozlati (2015)
Wasko & Faraj
(2005)

Intrinsic rewards (reaching full potential or finding it
rewarding when others use their ideas)
Personal outcome expectations (making friends, building
reputation, feeling happy or sense of accomplishment,
gaining cooperation)

Positive relationship
r = .18, p < .01
No relationship
KS quantity
β = -.10 ns

Extrinsic benefits (rewards): better work assignment,
promotion, higher salary, bonus, job security

No relationship
KS quality
β = .04 ns
Positive relationship
β = .22, p < .01

Extrinsic benefits (image): praise, prestige, recognition,
respect

No relationship
β = -.05 ns

Extrinsic benefits (reciprocity)

No relationship
β = .11 ns
Positive relationship
β = .43, p < .001
No relationship
β = .039 ns
Positive relationship
β = .391, p < .01
No relationship
r = -.004 ns
Positive relationship
r = .63, p < .001
Positive relationship
β = .15, p < .05
No relationship
β = .06 ns
Negative relationship
β = -.24, p < .05
Positive relationship
r = .27, p < .01
No relationship
r = .05 ns
Positive relationship
r = .39, p < .01
Positive relationship
r = .30, p < .01

Intrinsic benefits (pleasure obtained from helping others
through KS)
External motivation (hygiene factors, reputation, and mutual
benefits)
Internal motivation (altruistic dimension of OCB scale)
Extrinsic motivations (reasons why they share knowledge,
e.g., it’s the rule)
Intrinsic motivations (reasons why they share knowledge,
e.g., because it is fun)
Reputation
Like helping others
Reciprocity

Witherspoon et
al. (2013)*

Rewards: pay/promotion
Rewards: reciprocity
Rewards: reputation

Witherspoon et
al. (2013)*

Intrinsic motivation (like helping others through KS)

Notes. KS refers to knowledge sharing. * Meta-analysis. ** Dissertation.
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Table 2. Study hypotheses
Purpose 1: Clarify the factor structure of knowledge sharing behavior
H1: Knowledge sharing behavior is a multidimensional construct.
Purpose 2: Clarify the factor structure of rewards for knowledge sharing
H2: Rewards for knowledge sharing is a multidimensional construct.
Purpose 3: Clarify the relationships between rewards and knowledge sharing behavior
H3: Non-financial rewards (e.g., getting a sense of satisfaction or rewarding feeling) exhibit a positive
relationship with knowledge giving.
H4: Non-financial rewards (e.g., getting a sense of satisfaction or rewarding feeling) exhibit a positive
relationship with knowledge asking.
H5: Financial rewards (e.g., pay or promotion) exhibit a positive relationship with knowledge giving.
H6: Financial rewards (e.g., pay or promotion) exhibit a positive relationship with knowledge asking.
H7: Career stage moderates the relationship between financial rewards and knowledge giving.
H8: Career stage moderates the relationship between financial rewards and knowledge asking.
H9: Career stage moderates the relationship between non-financial rewards and knowledge giving.
H10: Career stage moderates the relationship between non-financial rewards and knowledge asking.
Purpose 4: Clarify the relationships between goal orientations and knowledge sharing behavior
H11: Learning goal orientation exhibits a positive relationship with knowledge giving.
H12: Learning goal orientation exhibits a positive relationship with knowledge asking.
H13: Performance prove goal orientation exhibits a positive relationship with knowledge giving.
H14: Performance avoid goal orientation exhibits a negative relationship with knowledge giving.
H15: Organizational learning culture moderates the relationship between performance avoid goal
orientation and knowledge giving, such that the relationship is weaker in a strong culture.
H16: Non-financial rewards moderate the relationship between performance prove goal orientation and
knowledge giving, such that the relationship is stronger with more rewards.
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Table 3. SME item sort task results
Items

Psa

Csv

1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
0.93
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
0.93
1.00
1.00
0.86
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00

1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
0.86
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
0.86
1.00
1.00
0.76
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00

1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
0.93

1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
0.86

0.93
1.00
0.93
1.00
0.86
1.00
0.86
1.00
0.93
0.78

0.86
1.00
0.86
1.00
0.78
1.00
0.71
1.00
0.86
0.57

0.93

0.86

Knowledge sharing behavior - giving
1. I teach colleagues strategies that I know*
2. I impart insights that I have gained to colleagues*
3. I explain procedures that I know to others at work*
4. I impart lessons that I have learned to colleagues*
5. I give my ideas at work (not retained)
6. I explain my understanding of information to colleagues*
7. I inform colleagues of what I know*
8. I point out information that may be useful to colleagues*
9. I demonstrate techniques that I know to colleagues*
10. I give work related advice to colleagues*
11. I explain my know-how to colleagues*
12. I inform colleagues based on my experience on the job*
13. I remind my colleagues of information (not retained)
14. I communicate new facts I learn to colleagues*
15. I advise colleagues based on what I know*
16. I provide my expertise to others at work*
17. I contribute task information to colleagues*
18. I explain how to perform tasks to colleagues*

Knowledge sharing behavior – asking
1. I ask colleagues for their expertise*
2. I ask colleagues to inform me of what they know*
3. I ask colleagues to remind me of information (not retained)
4. I ask colleagues to explain their know-how*
5. I ask colleagues to teach me techniques they know*
6. I ask colleagues to impart lessons they have learned on the job*
7. I ask colleagues to explain their understanding of information to me*
8. I request task information from colleagues*
9. I ask colleagues to explain strategies they use*
10. I ask colleagues to teach me their expertise*
11. I request work related information from colleagues*
12. I ask colleagues to communicate what they know from experience*
13. I ask for the insight of my colleagues*
14. I ask colleagues to explain the way to perform tasks*
15. I ask colleagues for work related information*
16. I ask colleagues to explain procedures they know*
17. I request advice from my colleagues based on what they know*
18. I ask colleagues to give their ideas (not retained)

Organizational learning culture
1. In my organization, we are given resources to support our learning*
2. My organization offers a supportive learning environment*
3. In my organization, my supervisor gives me constructive feedback about my development*
4. In my organization, I am expected to engage in behaviors that promote learning*
5. My organization has a focus on continuous learning*
6. In my organization, employees value growing their expertise*
7. In my organization, employees are encouraged to learn from each other (not retained)
8. In my organization, I feel that my learning is important*
9. In my organization, my supervisor expects me to grow my skillset*
10. In my organization, I am given opportunities to put into practice what I learn (not
retained)
11. In my organization, there are rules that we should attend educational events or trainings*
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Table 3 (continued). SME item sort task results
12. In my organization, employees who engage in behaviors that promote learning are
accepted by peers (not retained)
13. The norm at my organization is to engage in continuous learning*
14. In my organization, participating in learning activities is important for my performance
evaluation*
15. In my organization, employees are expected to care about their professional development
(not retained)

0.79

0.64

1.00
1.00

1.00
1.00

0.86

0.71

0.93

0.86

1.00
1.00
1.00
0.93
0.86

1.00
1.00
1.00
0.86
0.71

0.86

0.79

1.00

1.00

1.00

1.00

0.93

0.86

1.00

1.00

1.00
0.86

1.00
0.71

1.00

1.00

0.93
1.00

0.86
1.00

1.00

1.00

1.00
0.79

1.00
0.64

1.00
0.86

1.00
0.79

0.71

0.43

Expected rewards
1. Employees who exchange (give/ask for) knowledge will receive more cooperation from
colleagues*
2. Exchanging knowledge with colleagues will produce a sense of satisfaction with work*
3. Exchanging knowledge with colleagues will produce a sense of fulfillment with work*
4. Employees who exchange knowledge with colleagues will improve their popularity*
5. Exchanging knowledge with colleagues will help build friendships and alliances*
6. Employees will gain respect at work by exchanging knowledge with colleagues (not
retained)
7. Employees will achieve a higher work or productivity rate by exchanging knowledge with
colleagues*
8. Employees will improve their chance for higher pay or a bonus if they exchange
knowledge with colleagues*
9. Employees will feel a sense of accomplishment in their job by exchanging knowledge with
colleagues*
10. Enjoyment or fun on the job can be obtained from exchanging knowledge with
colleagues*
11. Employees who exchange knowledge with colleagues will improve their image within the
organization*
12. Exchanging knowledge with colleagues can lead to a better work assignment*
13. Employees will earn the praise of others at work if they exchange knowledge with
colleagues (not retained)
14. Exchanging knowledge with colleagues can lead to getting more employee perks or
prizes*
15. Exchanging knowledge with colleagues will help reduce costly errors at work*
16. Employees will improve their chance of promotion by exchanging knowledge with
colleagues*
17. Employees will feel a sense of improved confidence from exchanging knowledge with
colleagues*
18. Employees will improve their reputation by exchanging knowledge with colleagues*
19. Exchanging knowledge with colleagues will provide a feeling of job security (not
retained)
20. A sense of achievement will be felt from exchanging knowledge with colleagues*
21. Exchanging knowledge with colleagues will lead to similar or reciprocal behavior from
colleagues*
22. Employees who exchange knowledge with colleagues will receive due recognition from
peers or supervisors (not retained)

Notes. Psa = nc/N, where N = 14 and nc is the number of subject matter experts who assigned the
item to its intended construct. Csv = (nc – no)/N where no is the highest number of times the item
was assigned to a construct other than the intended construct. *Retained items.
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Table 4. Model fit indices for knowledge sharing behavior scale
Model

χ2

df

32-item

1387.489

18-item 222.271
Note. N = 230.

RMSEA

433

pvalue
0.000

90% CI

CFI

TLI

SRMR

.098

.090, .100

.895

.880

.029

118

0.000

.062

.049, .074

.976

.969

.018
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Table 5. Geomin-rotated factor loadings for final knowledge sharing behavior scale
Items

Factors
Knowledge Knowledge
giving
asking
(9 items)
(9 items)
.830
-.006
.806
.100
.795
.029
.826
.033
.849
-.029
.789
.092
.885
-.003
.905
-.004
.904
-.016
-.003
.840
-.053
.910

(1 never – 6 always)

1. I teach colleagues strategies that I know
2. I explain my understanding of information to colleagues
3. I point out information that may be useful to colleagues
4. I demonstrate techniques that I know to colleagues
5. I inform colleagues based on my experience on the job
6. I communicate new facts I learn to colleagues
7. I advise colleagues based on what I know
8. I contribute task information to colleagues
9. I explain how to perform tasks to colleagues
10. I ask colleagues to explain their know-how
11. I ask colleagues to impart lessons they have learned on the
job
12. I ask colleagues to explain strategies they use
.063
13. I ask colleagues to teach me their expertise
-.003
14. I request work related information from colleagues
.058
15. I ask colleagues to communicate what they know from
.064
experience
16. I ask for the insight of my colleagues
-.018
17. I ask my colleagues to explain the way to perform tasks
.050
18. I request advice from my colleagues based on what they
-.011
know
Notes. N = 230. Factor loadings >.50 are in bold. Inter-factor correlation = .443*
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.826
.899
.828
.882
.916
.836
.883

Table 6. Model fit indices for organizational learning culture scale
Model

χ2

df

11-item

324.992

6-item
16.649
Note. N = 230

RMSEA

44

pvalue
0.000

90% CI

CFI

TLI

SRMR

.167

.150, .184

.857

.821

.062

9

0.055

.061

.000, .106

.990

.983

.027
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Table 7. Geomin-rotated factor loadings for final organizational learning culture scale
Items
(1 strongly disagree – 6 strongly agree)

1. In my organization, we are given resources to support our
learning
2. In my organization, my supervisor gives me constructive
feedback about my development
3. In my organization, I am expected to engage in behaviors that
promote learning
4. My organization has a focus on continuous learning
5. In my organization, my supervisor expects me to grow my
skillset
6. There are rules that we should attend educational events or
trainings at my organization
Notes. N = 230. Factor loadings >.50 are in bold
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Factor
Organizational
learning culture
.705
.770
.861
.896
.767
.559

Table 8. Model fit indices for rewards for knowledge giving scale
Model

χ2

df

18-item

303.467

11-item

54.553

RMSEA

118

pvalue
0.000

90% CI

CFI

TLI

SRMR

.083

.071, .094

.925

.903

.038

34

0.014

.051

.023, .076

.985

.977

.022

Note. N = 230
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Table 9. Geomin-rotated factor loadings for final rewards for knowledge giving scale
Items
(1 strongly disagree – 6 strongly agree)

Factors
Non-financial
Financial
rewards for
rewards for
giving
giving
(8 items)
(3 items)
.690
-.038

1. Giving knowledge to colleagues will produce a sense of
satisfaction with work
2. Giving knowledge to colleagues will help build
.659
friendships and alliances
3. Employees will improve their chance for higher pay or a .013
bonus if they give knowledge to colleagues
4. Employees will feel a sense of accomplishment in their
.831
job by giving knowledge to colleagues
5. Giving knowledge to colleagues can lead to getting more .008
employee perks or prizes
6. Giving knowledge to colleagues will help reduce costly
.561
errors at work
7. Employees will improve their chance of promotion by
-.013
giving knowledge to colleagues
8. Employees will feel a sense of improved confidence from .825
giving knowledge to colleagues
9. A sense of achievement will be felt from giving
.894
knowledge to colleagues
10. Giving knowledge to colleagues will lead to similar or
.665
reciprocal behavior from colleagues
11. Giving knowledge to colleagues will produce a sense of .808
fulfillment with work
Notes. N = 230. Factor loadings >.50 are in bold. Inter-factor correlation = .520*
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-.007
.716
-.003
.769
.087
.901
.031
-.069
.005
.100

Table 10. Model fit indices for rewards for knowledge asking scale
Model

χ2

df

18-item

426.924

9-item
33.371
Note. N = 230

RMSEA

118

pvalue
0.000

90% CI

CFI

TLI

SRMR

.107

.096, .118

.895

.864

.045

19

0.022

.057

.022, .089

.989

.979

.020
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Table 11. Geomin-rotated factor loadings for final rewards for knowledge asking scale
Items
(1 strongly disagree – 6 strongly agree)

Factors
Non-financial
Financial
rewards for
rewards for
asking
asking
(6 items)
(3 items)
.751
.092

1. Acquiring knowledge from colleagues will produce a
sense of satisfaction with work
2. Asking colleagues for their knowledge will help build
.729
friendships and alliances
3. Employees will improve their chance for higher pay or a .083
bonus if they acquire knowledge from colleagues
4. Learning knowledge from colleagues can lead to getting
-.079
more employee perks or prizes
5. Employees will improve their chance of promotion by
.010
acquiring knowledge from colleagues
6. Employees will feel a sense of improved confidence from .730
acquiring knowledge from colleagues
7. Acquiring knowledge from colleagues will produce a
.861
sense of achievement
8. Learning knowledge from colleagues will lead to similar .758
or reciprocal behavior from colleagues
9. Acquiring knowledge from colleagues will produce a
.920
sense of fulfillment with work
Notes. N = 230. Factor loadings >.50 are in bold. Inter-factor correlation = .492*
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-.031
.702
.886
.800
.142
.035
-.044
-.008

Table 12. Descriptive statistics
Scale

N

M

SD

Skewness

Kurtosis

1. Knowledge giving

569

38.73

11.86

-.44

-.78

2. Knowledge asking

569

35.78

12.34

-.18

-.96

3. Financial rewards for knowledge
giving

569

11.44

4.31

-.43

-.78

4. Financial rewards for knowledge
asking

569

11.73

4.46

-.49

-.80

5. Non-financial rewards for knowledge
giving

569

38.33

6.53

-1.48

3.77

6. Non-financial rewards for knowledge
asking

569

28.66

5.49

-1.36

2.61

7. Learning goal orientation

569

23.08

4.82

-1.01

1.70

8. Performance avoid orientation

569

13.07

5.62

-.10

-1.12

9. Performance prove orientation

569

16.49

4.31

-.58

-.13

10. Organizational learning culture

569

25.71

5.90

-.79

.76

11. Career stage (self-select)

569

2.34

1.26

.19

-1.63

12. Exploration stage (ACCI)

453 (164)

11.49

3.88

-1.03

-.05

13. Establishment stage (ACCI)

453 (218)

12.68

4.05

.04

-.77

14. Maintenance stage (ACCI)

453 (30)

10.72

2.72

-.25

-.56

15. Disengagement stage (ACCI)

453 (41)

8.56

3.68

-.04

-1.14

Notes. N=569 for all variables except ACCI where N=453. The number of participants with that
career stage as their highest score is reported in parentheses.
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Table 13. Correlations and scale reliabilities
Scale

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

1. Age

-

2. Org tenure

.65**

-

3. Career tenure

.83**

.64**

-

4. Knowledge
giving (KG)

.17**

.15**

.19**

(.97)

5. Knowledge
asking (KA)

.06

.02

.04

.51**

(.97)

6. Financial rewards
for KG

-.10*

-.07

-.09*

.02

.17**

(.83)

7. Financial rewards
for KA

-.12**

-.08

-.12**

.06

.18**

.77**

(.87)

8. Non-financial
rewards for KG

-.02

-.00

-.01

.06

.14**

.39**

.35**

(.86)

9. Non-financial
rewards for KA

-.00

.03

.01

.08*

.21**

.34**

.41**

.72**

(.86)

10. Learning goal
orientation

.01

.04

.03

.16**

.18**

.21**

.22**

.37**

.33**

(.85)

11. Performance
avoid orientation

-.13**

-.15**

-.10*

-.26**

-.17**

.07

.08

.12**

.12**

-.11*

(.87)

12. Performance
prove orientation

-.15**

-.12**

-.14**

-.03

.05

.27**

.25**

.24**

.20**

.30**

.28**

(.69)

13. Organizational
learning culture

-.08

-.03

-.04

.01

.13**

.28**

.28**

.38**

.31**

.35**

.04

.20**

(.77)

14. ^Career stage
(self-select)

.11**

.11*

.11**

.01

-.07

-.15**

-.17**

-.11**

-.14**

-.08

-.02

-.09*

-.17**

-

15. Exploration
stage (ACCI)

-.49**

-.34**

-.45**

.07

.03

.03

.04

.04

.05

.11*

.03

.09

.07

-.18**

(.98)

16. Establishment
stage (ACCI)

.00

-.10*

-.07

.22**

.33**

.28**

.27**

.10*

.09

.16**

-.09

.18**

.28**

-.24**

.07

(.85)

17. Maintenance
stage (ACCI)

.22**

.14**

.17**

.36**

.37**

.22**

.17**

.14**

.11*

.21**

-.13**

.08

.26**

-.06

.01

.68**

(.70)

18. Disengagement
stage (ACCI)

-.35**

-.16**

-.27**

-.08

-.16**

-.06

-.02

-.04

-.05

-.05

.09

.03

-.15**

.22**

.41**

-.36**

-.33**

18

(.90)

Notes. N=569 for all variables except ACCI where N=453. ^Career stage (self-select) was categorical where 1=exploration, 2=establishment, 3=maintenance,
4=disengagement. *p<.05 **p<.01.
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Table 14. Multiple regression (hypotheses 3, 5, 11, 13 – 14)
DV: Knowledge giving

Step 1

Step 2

Step 3

Step 4

Step 5

1. Age

.04

.04

.04

.04

.02

2. Org tenure

.04

.04

.03

.03

.01

3. Career tenure

.13

.13

.13

.13

.15*

.02

.01

.02

.01

.06

.01

.01

.05

.15**

.17**

.11*

-.05

.02

4. Financial rewards for
knowledge giving
5. Non-financial rewards for
knowledge giving
6. LGO
7. PPO
8. PAO

-.25**

R2

.038**

.042**

.062**

.065**

.116**

ΔR2

.038**

.004

.020**

.002

.052**

Notes. N=569. *p<.05 **p<.01. Standardized regression coefficients are shown.
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Table 15. Multiple regression (hypotheses 4, 6, 12)
DV: Knowledge asking

Step 1

Step 2

Step 3

Step 4

Step 5

1. Age

.10

.12

.12

.12

.10

2. Org tenure

-.03

-.04

-.05

-.05

-.07

3. Career tenure

-.02

-.02

-.02

-.02

-.01

.12**

.11*

.11*

.11*

.16**

.13**

.13**

.16**

.12**

.13**

.08

-.03

.03

4. Financial rewards for
knowledge asking
5. Non-financial rewards for
knowledge asking
6. LGO
7. PPO
8. PAO

-.20**

R2

.005

.059**

.071**

.072**

.105**

ΔR2

.005

.055**

.012**

.001

.033**

Notes. N=569. *p<.05 **p<.01. Standardized regression coefficients are shown.
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Table 16. Hypothesis 15: organizational learning culture moderator
DV: Knowledge giving

Step 1

Step 2

Step 3

1. Age

.04

.01

.02

2. Org tenure

.04

.01

.02

3. Career tenure

.13

.15*

.14*

4. PAO

-.25**

-.24**

5. Org learning culture

.03

.03

6. centered Culture X PAO

.11**

R2

.038**

.097**

.109**

ΔR2

.038**

.059**

.012**

Notes. N=569. *p<.05 **p<.01. Standardized regression coefficients are shown.
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Table 17. Hypothesis 16: non-financial rewards moderator
DV: Knowledge giving

Step 1

Step 2

Step 3

1. Age

.04

.04

.04

2. Org tenure

.04

.04

.04

3. Career tenure

.13

.13

.13

.07

.05

-.01

-.02

4. Non-financial rewards for
knowledge giving
5. PPO
6. centered Non-financial
rewards X PPO
R2

-.07
.038**

.042**

.046**

ΔR2

.038**

.004

.004

Notes. N=569. *p<.05 **p<.01. Standardized regression coefficients are shown.
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Table 18. Multiple regression (hypothesis 7: career stage moderator – self-select)
DV: Knowledge
giving
1. Age
2. Org tenure
3. Career tenure
4. Financial
rewards for
knowledge giving
5. Career stage
(Dummy1)
6. Career stage
(Dummy2)
7. Career stage
(Dummy3)
8. Interaction
(Financial rewards
X Dummy 1)
9. Interaction
(Financial rewards
X Dummy 2)
10. Interaction
(Financial rewards
X Dummy 3)
R2
ΔR2

Reference group: exploration
Step 1
Step 2
Step 3
.05
.03
.01
.12
.12
.12
.27
.29
.31*
.10
-.00
(-.00)

Reference group: establishment
Step 1
Step 2
Step 3
.05
.03
.01
.12
.12
.12
.27
.29
.31*
.10
-.35
(-.13)

Reference group: maintenance
Step 1
Step 2
Step 3
.05
.03
.01
.12
.12
.12
.27
.29
.31*
.10
.02
(.01)

Reference group: disengagement
Step 1
Step 2
Step 3
.05
.03
.01
.12
.12
.12
.27
.29
.31*
.10
.38
(.14)

1.37

5.89

-1.37

-5.89

-.00

.19

.03

4.17

.00

-.19

-1.37

-6.07

1.37

6.07

1.41

10.06*

-.03

-4.17

-1.41

-10.06*

-.03

-3.99

.03

3.99

-.35
est-exp

.35
exp-est

-.02
exp-maint

-.39
exp-dis

.02
maint-exp

.37
maint-est

-.37
est-maint

-.73
est-dis

.39
dis-exp

.73
dis-est

.37
dis-maint

-.37
maint-dis

.038**

.041**

.048**

.038**

.041**

.048**

.038**

.041**

.048**

.038**

.041**

.048**

.038**

.003

.007

.038**

.003

.007

.038**

.003

.007

.038**

.003

.007

Notes. N=569. *p<.05 **p<.01. Unstandardized regression coefficients are shown. Standardized coefficients in parentheses.
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Table 19. Multiple regression (hypothesis 8: career stage moderator – self-select)
DV: Knowledge
asking
1. Age
2. Org tenure
3. Career tenure
4. Financial
rewards for
knowledge asking
5. Career stage
(Dummy1)
6. Career stage
(Dummy2)
7. Career stage
(Dummy3)
8. Interaction
(Financial rewards
X Dummy 1)
9. Interaction
(Financial rewards
X Dummy 2)
10. Interaction
(Financial rewards
X Dummy 3)
R2
ΔR2

Reference group: exploration
Step 1
Step 2
Step 3
.13
.06
.06
-.09
-.06
-.06
-.05
.01
.00
.45**
.29
(.10)

Reference group: establishment
Step 1 Step 2
Step 3
.13
.06
.06
-.09
-.06
-.06
-.05
-.01
.00
.45**
.45
(.16)

Reference group: maintenance
Step 1 Step 2
Step 3
.13
.06
.06
-.09
-.06
-.06
-.05
-.01
.00
.45**
.37
(.13)

Reference group: disengagement
Step 1 Step 2
Step 3
.13
.06
.06
-.09
-.06
-.06
-.05
.01
.00
.45**
.67**
(.24)**

4.44**

2.44

-4.44**

-2.44

-2.64

-1.58

1.50

5.81

2.64

1.58

-1.80

-.86

1.80

-.86

5.94**

8.25

-1.50

-5.81

-5.94**

-8.25

-4.14*

-7.39

4.14*

7.39

.16
est-exp

-.16
exp-est

-.08
exp-maint

-.38
exp-dis

.08
maint-exp

-.08
maint-est

.08
est-maint

-.22
est-dis

.38
dis-exp

.22
dis-est

.30
dis-maint

-.30
maint-dis

.005

.064**

.067**

.005

.064**

.067**

.005

.064**

.067**

.005

.064**

.067**

.005

.059**

.003

.005

.059**

.003

.005

.059**

.003

.005

.059**

.003

Notes. N=569. *p<.05 **p<.01. Unstandardized regression coefficients are shown. Standardized coefficients in parentheses.
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Table 20. Multiple regression (hypothesis 9: career stage moderator – self-select)
DV: Knowledge
giving
1. Age
2. Org tenure
3. Career tenure
4. Non-financial
rewards for
knowledge giving
5. Career stage
(Dummy1)
6. Career stage
(Dummy2)
7. Career stage
(Dummy3)
8. Interaction
(Non-fin rewards X
Dummy 1)
9. Interaction
(Non-fin rewards X
Dummy 2)
10. Interaction
(Non-fin rewards X
Dummy 3)
R2
ΔR2

Reference group: exploration
Step 1
Step 2
Step 3
.05
.03
.06
.12
.12
.10
.27
.28
.26
.12
-.11
(-.06)

Reference group: establishment
Step 1
Step 2
Step 3
.05
.03
.06
.12
.12
.10
.27
.28
.26
.12
-.13
(-.07)

Reference group: maintenance
Step 1
Step 2
Step 3
.05
.03
.06
.12
.12
.10
.27
.28
.26
.12
-.16
(-.09)

Reference group: disengagement
Step 1
Step 2
Step 3
.05
.03
.06
.12
.12
.10
.27
.28
.26
.12
.46**
(.25)**

1.53

2.12

-1.53

-2.12

-.02

-1.89

-.05

21.46**

.02

1.89

-1.51

-.23

1.51

.23

1.48

23.58*

.05

-21.46**

-1.48

-23.58*

.03

-23.35*

-.03

23.35*

-.02
est-exp

.02
exp-est

.05
exp-maint

-.57**
exp-dis

-.05
maint-exp

-.03
maint-est

.03
est-maint

-.59*
est-dis

.57**
dis-exp

.59*
dis-est

.62*
dis-maint

-.62*
maint-dis

.038**

.044**

.069**

.038**

.044**

.069**

.038**

.044**

.069**

.038**

.044**

.069**

.038**

.006

.025**

.038**

.006

.025**

.038**

.006

.025**

.038**

.006

.025**

Notes. N=569. *p<.05 **p<.01. Unstandardized regression coefficients are shown. Standardized coefficients in parentheses.
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Table 21. Multiple regression (hypothesis 10: career stage moderator – self-select)
DV: Knowledge
asking
1. Age
2. Org tenure
3. Career tenure
4. Non-financial
rewards for
knowledge asking
5. Career stage
(Dummy1)
6. Career stage
(Dummy2)
7. Career stage
(Dummy3)
8. Interaction
(Non-fin rewards X
Dummy 1)
9. Interaction
(Non-fin rewards X
Dummy 2)
10. Interaction
(Non-fin rewards X
Dummy 3)
R2
ΔR2

Reference group: exploration
Step 1
Step 2
Step 3
.13
.05
.07
-.09
-.09
-.10
-.05
-.02
-.03
.45**
.43*
(.19)*

Reference group: establishment
Step 1 Step 2
Step 3
.13
.05
.07
-.09
-.09
-.10
-.05
-.02
-.03
.45**
.50
(.22)

Reference group: maintenance
Step 1 Step 2
Step 3
.13
.05
.07
-.09
-.09
-.10
-.05
-.02
-.03
.45**
.14
(.06)

Reference group: disengagement
Step 1 Step 2
Step 3
.13
.05
.07
-.09
-.09
-.10
-.05
-.02
-.03
.45**
.58**
(.26)**

5.01**

3.06

-5.01**

-3.06

-2.61

-11.07

1.37

5.60

2.61

11.07

-2.40

8.01

2.40

-8.01

6.38**

8.65

-1.37

-5.59

-6.38**

-8.65

-3.98*

-16.66*

3.98*

16.66*

.07
est-exp

-.07
exp-est

.29
exp-maint

-.15
exp-dis

-.29
maint-exp

-.36
maint-est

.36
est-maint

-.09
est-dis

.15
dis-exp

.09
dis-est

.44
dis-maint

-.44
maint-dis

.005

.077**

.082**

.005

.077**

.082**

.005

.077**

.082**

.005

.077**

.082**

.005

.072**

.005

.005

.072**

.005

.005

.072**

.005

.005

.072**

.005

Notes. N=569. *p<.05 **p<.01. Unstandardized regression coefficients are shown. Standardized coefficients in parentheses.
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Table 22. Multiple regression (hypothesis 7: career stage moderator – Likert ACCI items)
DV: Knowledge
giving
1. Age
2. Org tenure
3. Career tenure
4. Financial
rewards for
knowledge giving
5. Career stage
(Dummy1)
6. Career stage
(Dummy2)
7. Career stage
(Dummy3)
8. Interaction
(Financial rewards
X Dummy 1)
9. Interaction
(Financial rewards
X Dummy 2)
10. Interaction
(Financial rewards
X Dummy 3)
R2
ΔR2

Reference group: exploration
Step 1
Step 2
Step 3
.07
.04
.04
.05
.07
.07
.25
.24
.24
-.03
.03
(.01)

Reference group: establishment
Step 1 Step 2
Step 3
.07
.04
.04
.05
.07
.07
.25
.24
.24
-.03
-.04
(-.02)

Reference group: maintenance
Step 1 Step 2
Step 3
.07
.04
.04
.05
.07
.07
.25
.24
.24
-.03
-.09
(-.03)

Reference group: disengagement
Step 1 Step 2
Step 3
.07
.04
.04
.05
.07
.07
.25
.24
.24
-.03
-.12
(-.04)

.49

1.24

-.49

-1.24

-.74

-1.95

6.55**

5.17

.74

1.95

.25

.72

-.25

-.72

7.03**

6.41

-6.55**

-5.17

-7.03**

-6.41

-7.29*

-7.13

7.29*

7.13

-.07
est-exp

.07
exp-est

.11
exp-maint

.14
exp-dis

-.11
maint-exp

-.05
maint-est

.05
est-maint

.07
est-dis

-.14
dis-exp

-.07
dis-est

-.03
dis-maint

.03
maint-dis

.041**

.070**

.070**

.041**

.070**

.070**

.041**

.070**

.070**

.041**

.070**

.070**

.041**

.028*

.000

.041**

.028*

.000

.041**

.028*

.000

.041**

.028*

.000

Notes. N=453. *p<.05 **p<.01. Unstandardized regression coefficients are shown. Standardized coefficients in parentheses.
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Table 23. Multiple regression (hypothesis 8: career stage moderator – Likert ACCI items)
DV: Knowledge
asking
1. Age
2. Org tenure
3. Career tenure
4. Financial
rewards for
knowledge asking
5. Career stage
(Dummy1)
6. Career stage
(Dummy2)
7. Career stage
(Dummy3)
8. Interaction
(Financial rewards
X Dummy 1)
9. Interaction
(Financial rewards
X Dummy 2)
10. Interaction
(Financial rewards
X Dummy 3)
R2
ΔR2

Reference group: exploration
Step 1
Step 2
Step 3
.17
.10
.13
-.10
-.08
-.12
-.11
-.11
-.12
.21
.08
(.03)

Reference group: establishment
Step 1 Step 2
Step 3
.17
.10
.13
-.10
-.08
-.12
-.11
-.11
-.12
.21
.38
(.14)

Reference group: maintenance
Step 1 Step 2
Step 3
.17
.10
.13
-.10
-.08
-.12
-.11
-.11
-.12
.21
-.40
(-.15)

Reference group: disengagement
Step 1 Step 2
Step 3
.17
.10
.13
-.10
-.08
-.12
-.11
-.11
-.12
.21
.41
(.15)

3.77**

.00

-3.77**

-.00

-4.60

-9.44

6.18**

9.64

4.60

9.44

.83

9.44

-.83

-9.44

9.95**

9.64

-6.18**

-9.64

-9.95**

-9.64

-10.78**

-19.08**

10.78**

19.08**

.31
est-exp

-.31
exp-est

.48
exp-maint

-.33
exp-dis

-.48
maint-exp

-.79
maint-est

.79
est-maint

-.02
est-dis

.33
dis-exp

.02
dis-est

.81
dis-maint

-.81
maint-dis

.007

.079**

.085**

.007

.079**

.085**

.007

.079**

.085**

.007

.079**

.085**

.007

.072**

.006

.007

.072**

.006

.007

.072**

.006

.007

.072**

.006

Notes. N=453. *p<.05 **p<.01. Unstandardized regression coefficients are shown. Standardized coefficients in parentheses.
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Table 24. Multiple regression (hypothesis 9: career stage moderator – Likert ACCI items)
DV: Knowledge
giving
1. Age
2. Org tenure
3. Career tenure
4. Non-financial
rewards for
knowledge giving
5. Career stage
(Dummy1)
6. Career stage
(Dummy2)
7. Career stage
(Dummy3)
8. Interaction
(Non-fin rewards
X Dummy 1)
9. Interaction
(Non-fin rewards
X Dummy 2)
10. Interaction
(Non-fin rewards
X Dummy 3)
R2
ΔR2

Reference group: exploration
Step 1
Step 2
Step 3
.07
.04
.01
.05
.07
.08
.25
.24
.27
-.03
-.26
(-.13)

Reference group: establishment
Step 1
Step 2
Step 3
.07
.04
.01
.05
.07
.08
.25
.24
.27
-.03
-.20
(-.10)

Reference group: maintenance
Step 1
Step 2
Step 3
.07
.04
.01
.05
.07
.08
.25
.24
.27
-.03
-.01
(-.00)

Reference group: disengagement
Step 1
Step 2
Step 3
.07
.04
.01
.05
.07
.08
.25
.24
.27
-.03
.66
(.34)**

.44

-1.64

-.44

1.64

-.73

8.94

6.57**

40.56**

.73

-8.94

.30

-7.31

-.30

7.31

7.00*

38.92**

-6.57**

-40.56**

-7.00**

-38.92**

-7.30*

-31.62*

7.30*

31.62*

.06
est-exp

-.06
exp-est

-.25
exp-maint

-.92**
exp-dis

.25
maint-exp

.20
maint-est

-.20
est-maint

-.86**
est-dis

.92**
dis-exp

.86**
dis-est

.67
dis-maint

-.67
maint-dis

.041**

.070**

.102**

.041**

.070**

.102**

.041**

.070**

.102**

.041**

.070**

.102**

.041**

.028**

.030**

.041**

.028**

.030**

.041**

.028**

.030**

.041**

.028**

.030**

Notes. N=453. *p<.05 **p<.01. Unstandardized regression coefficients are shown. Standardized coefficients in parentheses.
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Table 25. Multiple regression (hypothesis 10: career stage moderator – Likert ACCI items)
DV: Knowledge
asking
1. Age
2. Org tenure
3. Career tenure
4. Non-financial
rewards for
knowledge asking
5. Career stage
(Dummy1)
6. Career stage
(Dummy2)
7. Career stage
(Dummy3)
8. Interaction
(Non-fin rewards
X Dummy 1)
9. Interaction
(Non-fin rewards
X Dummy 2)
10. Interaction
(Non-fin rewards
X Dummy 3)
R2
ΔR2

Reference group: exploration
Step 1
Step 2
Step 3
.17
.09
.09
-.10
-.08
-.07
-.11
-.11
-.11
.18
.17
(.07)

Reference group: establishment
Step 1
Step 2
Step 3
.17
.09
.09
-.10
-.08
-.07
-.11
-.11
-.11
.18
.13
(.06)

Reference group: maintenance
Step 1
Step 2
Step 3
.17
.09
.09
-.10
-.08
-.07
-.11
-.11
-.11
.18
.09
(.04)

Reference group: disengagement
Step 1 Step 2
Step 3
.17
.09
.09
-.10
-.08
-.07
-.11
-.11
-.11
.18
.35
(.14)

4.05**

5.22

-4.05**

-5.22

-4.56

-6.86

6.03**

10.68

4.56

6.86

.51

1.64

-.51

-1.64

10.09**

15.90

-6.03**

-10.68

-10.09**

-15.90

-10.60**

-17.54

10.60**

17.54

-.04
est-exp

.04
exp-est

.08
exp-maint

-.17
exp-dis

-.08
maint-exp

-.04
maint-est

.04
est-maint

-.21
est-dis

.17
dis-exp

.21
dis-est

.25
dis-maint

-.25
maint-dis

.007

.079**

.080**

.007

.079**

.080**

.007

.079**

.080**

.007

.079**

.080**

.007

.072**

.001

.007

.072**

.001

.007

.072**

.001

.007

.072**

.001

Notes. N=453. *p<.05 **p<.01. Unstandardized regression coefficients are shown. Standardized coefficients in parentheses.
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Table 26. Summary of results
Purpose 1: Clarify the factor structure of knowledge sharing behavior
Supported
H1: Knowledge sharing behavior is a multidimensional construct.
Purpose 2: Clarify the factor structure of rewards for knowledge sharing
Supported
H2: Rewards for knowledge sharing is a multidimensional construct.
Purpose 3: Clarify the relationships between rewards and knowledge sharing behavior
Not supported
H3: Non-financial rewards (e.g., getting a sense of satisfaction or rewarding feeling)
exhibit a positive relationship with knowledge giving.
Supported
H4: Non-financial rewards (e.g., getting a sense of satisfaction or rewarding feeling)
exhibit a positive relationship with knowledge asking.
Not supported
H5: Financial rewards (e.g., pay or promotion) exhibit a positive relationship with
knowledge giving.
Supported
H6: Financial rewards (e.g., pay or promotion) exhibit a positive relationship with
knowledge asking.
Not supported
H7: Career stage moderates the relationship between financial rewards and knowledge
giving.
Not supported
H8: Career stage moderates the relationship between financial rewards and knowledge
asking.
Partially supported H9: Career stage moderates the relationship between non-financial rewards and
knowledge giving.
Not supported
H10: Career stage moderates the relationship between non-financial rewards and
knowledge asking.
Purpose 4: Clarify the relationships between goal orientations and knowledge sharing behavior
Supported
H11: Learning goal orientation exhibits a positive relationship with knowledge giving.
Supported
H12: Learning goal orientation exhibits a positive relationship with knowledge asking.
Not supported
H13: Performance prove goal orientation exhibits a positive relationship with knowledge
giving.
Supported
H14: Performance avoid goal orientation exhibits a negative relationship with knowledge
giving.
Supported
H15: Organizational learning culture moderates the relationship between performance
avoid goal orientation and knowledge giving, such that the relationship is weaker in a
strong culture.
Not supported
H16: Non-financial rewards moderate the relationship between performance prove goal
orientation and knowledge giving, such that the relationship is stronger with more
rewards.
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Table 27. CFA fit indices for new scales
Model

χ2

df

pvalue

RMSEA

90% CI

CFI

TLI

SRMR

2-factor
knowledge
sharing
behavior
1-factor
organizational
learning
culture
2-factor
knowledge
giving rewards
2-factor
knowledge
asking rewards

714.694

134

0.000

.087

.081, .094

.951

.944

.034

54.153

9

0.000

.094

.071, .119

.943

.905

.038

161.228

43

0.000

.070

.058, .081

.954

.941

.036

61.267

26

0.000

.049

.033, .065

.985

.980

.033

Note. N = 569.
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Figures

Figure 1. Summary of relationships found in literature review
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Figure 2. Hypothesized relationships among study variables
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Study 1
(scale dev)

Study 2
(hyp testing)

• Item generation
• Item content validation (14 subject matter experts)
• Exploratory factor analyses (N=230)

• Administered developed scales to second sample for:
• Confirmatory factor analyses (N=569)
• Multiple regression analyses (N=569)

Figure 3. Complete study procedure flow chart
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Figure 4. Scree plot for final knowledge sharing behavior scale
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Figure 5. Scree plot for final organizational learning culture scale
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Figure 6. Scree plot for final rewards for knowledge giving scale
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Figure 7. Scree plot for final rewards for knowledge asking scale
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Figure 8. Career stage moderator (hypothesis 9)
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54
49
44
39

Knowledge
giving behavior

34

High org learning culture

29

Low org learning culture
24
19
14
9

Low

High

Performance avoid orientation

Figure 9. Organizational learning culture moderator (hypothesis 15)
Notes. Knowledge giving as a function of performance avoid for different levels of
organizational leaning culture. Centered variables were used. High represents one standard
deviation above the mean. Low represents one standard deviation below the mean.
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Figure 10. Summary of study results
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